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Veep Barkley To Be in Fulton Monday, Nov.6
d Arvr-kley to
HE NEINTrm BaBe ndInv;An
Iltousv ivionday

Volume Nineteen.

44nriirkeigiashig Or `,
The Farm and Home Paper of
•
the Ken-Tenn Territory

A band concert has been
added to the traditional First
District
election-eve tour of Vice
President Alben W. Barkley
and will add a
Number Forty-Four festive, holiday air when the Veep visits Fulton
at 2:30 p. m. on Monday, Nov. 6 The Vice-Presi
dent's caravan will stop at
the bandstand
on Lake Street. There he
will be met by repres
entatives of civic and
cultural organizations, who
will help to make next
Monday a real
home-coming for West
Kentucky's Favorite son.
Hundreds of citizens from
surrounding towns are expect
to Fulton next
ed to be
Monday.
The vice president, following a
Barkley on the tour.
custom of a number of years,
will
Sixty-six per cent of the busiThe vice president will
tour
the
distric
what looked
t
on
speak
Novem
like a
ber 6 at Wickli
sure-fire one will agree
ness establishments In Fulton do
ffe at 10 a. m., Bardwell
is that we need and will speak in 13 towns
proposition from the Ball-Brand
along at 1030,
not belong to the Chamber of
more industry. There are always the route of
Arlington at 11, and
Footwear Campany. Theit repa big
Democratic Clinto
Commerce, Rev. C. H. Warren,
factors which determine a solu- motorcade.
n at 11:30 a. m.
resentative was here and looked
Secretary of that
tion.
To
this
The band will precede the
organization us over and made
scribe's
way of
The afternoon program will
vice
favorable,com- thinking our
berevealed
today, yet the loudest ' ment."
greatest need is a president and will play at
A telegram received Tueseach gin at 1:30 p. m. at Hickman. Afcomplaints about its
strong
Chamb
stop
er of
until his arrival_
operation day morning from
Comme
rce.
ter
a
short
pause at 2 p. m. at
that corripany, Other cities
come from that percentage, he in
By beginning the program
of our
rank have
reply to one sent by Mr. Warat Cayce Mr. Barkley will come to
said in a prepared statement rerent halted the progress of the chambers of commerce with 150 each place before the arrival of Fulton.
leased td the News on Thursday.
company, which was seeking a to 300 members, while Fulton has Mr. Barkley and the motorcade,
Maintaining a custom establishMr. Warren said that the aloof
a chamber with ninety two mem- everything will be
new location from its presen.
in readiness ed
t lomany years ag.), Mr. Barkley
attitude of a large majority of
cation at Milan, Tenn. The tele- bers. Most of the complaints we for the vice president to launch will
conclude his campaign acbusiness interests does not imhear about not getting industries into his speech.
gram follows:
Through this tivities
in behalf of the election
press
for our town come from men who method, Democratic
industries that are lookleaders be- of Gover
nor lilarle C. Clements to
ing for wide awake communities.
Recent Government Orders do, not affiliate with your local lieve the fast-moving schedule
for
the Senate and other Democrats
chamber of commerce. The mem- the day can be mainta
ined.
In his statement Mr. Warren Restricting use of Rubber make
over the nation, with an addres
bers we have are solidly behind
The motorcade will
s
cited the great potentialities of it necessary to defer our plans
begin at Monday night
at 8 o'clock at the
every effort to better our situa- 9:30 o'clock Monday
Fulton as a large industrial cen- indefinitely. Sorry, L. S. Long,
morning at McCracken
count
tion.
La
y
court
Center
Misha
house
.
waka
It
in
is expected that a
Rubber & Woolen
ter, yet called attention to the
Paducah. A
portion of this adlarge number of Democ
fact that only 92 of the 275 local Mfg. Co.
rats will dress will be
"A solid front of the business
broadcast from 8:30
gather there to aceompany
business
establishments belong
Mr. until 9 p_ m.
Mr. Warren's
complete state- interests of a city is the MUST of
to the Chamber of Commerce. He ment follows:
progress. Fulton, with its
275
different business establishments,
urged a strong Chamber of Com"Fulton, like every other com- should
merce as a solution to the prohave a membership of no
munity, needs many things. One
blem existing here regarding the
less than 200. Your Chamber of
fellow will assess one thing and
Commerce is
lack of more large payrolls.
endeavoring, by
another will say something else,
The secretary said: "We had but the one point
on which every
(Continued on Page four)
The Fulton Woman's Club anA party plate is to be
nual Thanksgiving benefit party
served.
Reservations may be made
Veterans Will Not Be
will be held on Thursday,
by
Nov- calling 568.
ember
16 at 7:30 p. m. at the
Forgotten Auxiliary
Committee
club home, Mrs. Fred Hamra and
membe-7 :-..re as
Leader Advises
Mrs. Randall Burcham, co-chair- follows: tickets: Mrs. Arch Huddlesto
n,
Jr.,
men
chair
annou
man, Mrs. Robnced today.
With the nation concentrating
With the addition this week of
There will be entertainment for ert Batts, Mrs_ Don Hill, Mrs. B.
thought and effort upon the re- I Two persons were killed and
0. Copeland; publicity:
the Fulton high school band, a
all
Bridge
,
bingo, canasta, and
Mrs. Paul
building of its defensive strength I t"v o others were injured in
an rook will be
total of ten bands will participate against new
playea with a wide Westpheling, Mrs. Vyron Mitchdangers those who 'automobile
collision near here
ell; reservations: Mrs.
array
of
prizes
to be given for
Guy Fry;
Governor Earle C. Clements, Administrati
Murray were disabled defending Arne: Ica early Wednesday.
on. Judge Roberts in high school day at
tables and chairs: Mrs.
each game.
against the attacks of the past
The dead:
Congressman Noble Greory, Con- I told the audien
Binford, chairman, Mrs. Robert
ce that the present State college Saturday, Nov. 4.
The
fifty
cents
admission tickMaxMr. and Mrs.
More than 2000 high school must not be forgotten, Mrs. Earl
James Robert et
servation Commissioner Henry;rural road
entitles holder to one chanc well McDade and Mrs.
program is one of the students are
Ward
e Busbart.
expected to attend Taylor, Sr., rehabilitation chair- Hast.ngs, both about 37, of near on a
Ward, and W. F. Foster of May- most accelerated
turkey
to
be
given away as
in the history of the Murray State-Morehead State man of Marshall Alexander unit McConnell, Tenn.
Decorations: Mrs. Ernest
well as the evening of
field and a host of other State'the county.
Bell,
entertain- chairman,
The injured:
football game
beginning
at 2 of the American Legion Au:
Mrs. Pioyt Moore, Mrs.
ment. Extra turkey ticket
liary and her assistants,
s may Mare
political leaders joined a large I Governor Cleme
o'cloc
Hicks,
k
in
the
an
aftern
emplo
Meioon.
ye
They
of
nts spoke sinMcDade, Mrs. Jim Hutch
be purchased
from
the
will come from schools in Ken- dames Carey Frields and
Girl erson; tango:
grcup of
J,
.ss Merit Clothing Company, May- Scouts or el
representative
Fut- cerely and forthright.
Mrs. Paul Boyd; reWithout tucky. Teartesiee arid
Nichols.
Net', who lives nen Dukedom,
at .tein fratibments:
Illinois.
Mrs.
ton rotinte Dcmocrats in a lunch- I any aim
Malta11Mb
Horac
e
wavin
Ream
g or
%
heroics
Rtenard:41Isirrell, band director
•
The local Auxiliary carries out Graves county.
I
chairmkri. Mu.. Fred Gibso
five cents. YOu
eon '..,..S
at
mith's Cafe Tuesday, to I he reviewed his own record in at Murray State, has annou
n, Mrs.
Tye 'to be Jesse
Mrs. Hilda Harwood Madden,
nced a continuous program for
Fields, Mrs. B. G. Huff;
the
present at the party to
discuss plans for next
talweek's the state legislature, the national that the ten high school bands welfare of disabl
win the lies and
ed war veterans 28, an employe of Smith's Cafe turkey.
cards: Mrs. Edward
general election. Mr. Clements.. Congress and as governor of Ken- will begin compet
Ben
, edict and Mrs. Bill
ition at
families and is now in Fulton.
9:30 and their
Hogg.
the Democratic candidate for the I tucky, pointing out that he had a. m. to determine which
Sgt. Bob Styers and Corporals
planning to include those
is
to
disUnited States Senate made
the supported such New Deal legisla- take the field between halves in abled in the present conflic
D. T. Young and Charles Robint.
visit here to speak
informally tion as the farm program. Social the afternoon. The winning
son of the Tennessee State Highband
with his many friends and to re- Security and federal deposit in- will also be presented
way Patrol, who investigated the riN
a 27-inch
view the work of his Administra- surance.
accident, said Mr. and Mrs. Hasttrophy.
Those attending the luncheon
pertained to
tion as it
Fulton
ings were
Other bands in addition to Ful"burned to a crisp"
at
Smith's
County.
Tuesday at
when their automobile
one ton which have indicated
Down-town Lake Street
caught . ono
they
will be cowboys and
ceremonies for the o'clock were: Governor Earle will be present are Murray,
Master Of
fire
after
the crash,
of the busiest places in
pilgrims; Carr InMayKen- stitute repres
occasion was Judge Homer Rob- Clements, Congressman
The
Noble field. Princeton and Marion from
d
office
- f
rs said the couple tucky on Monday,
th
enting well-known
November 6. characters
erts, judge of the County Court.
Kentucky; Union City, Spring- pearanee Monday of Miss Alice were trapped irr the automobile What with the
of fact and
visit here of Vice- iftiber
(Continued on nage 4)
He introduced the various visitt Iwo; High School., fiction;
field, Dyersburg and
High
School and passersby were
unable to president Alben Barkley
Humboldt Howland at the
depictand the ing past and
ors and distinguished guests prefrom Tennessee; and Herrin from Auditorium at eight o'clock p. m. approach the car because of the huge parade
modren education;
to be staged by the Cub
intens
Illinois.
e
sent arid called upon
CongressScouts
heat.
The troopers said local schools in
As an opera star, Miss Howland
and Boy Scouts repreobservance
of
on Gregory for a few. words in
has sung with the New
historical
Opera Mrs. Hastings' head was severed American Education Week, there senting
characters.
from
Democratic
Other
the interest of the
her
body.
school
Compa
Mr. Hastings' wiii be something
ny and with the Philadeldepartments will
Howard Strange Named
going on every follow
iparty. Adron Doran, a long-time
with interesting
phia Opera Company in the title body was completely burned ex- minute.
demonfriend of the Governor, former
Manager At Orphetun
strations.
role of Bizet's "Carmen" and of cept.for his feet, which were proThursday Mrs. Elbert
Johns
trudin
school teacher and one-time local
g
Schoo
throug
l
Gilber
h
the
patrons and other intert and Sullivan's "Iolanthe,"
Douglas McAlister( five-yearfloorboard announced the order of
Howard Strange assumed his
the par- ested citize
of the automobile.
editor expressed his gratitude at old son of Mr. and Mrs.
ns are invited to
ade which will start one
Randle duties as manager of the Orph- both in the Quaker City and on
visit
o'cloc
k.
The
the
beftig present and thanked local McAlister of Fulton, Route
officer
school
s
said
tour.
Lawre
Mr. Hastings The order march is
nce Tibbett
next
heard
week, and see
1, is cum Theatre here Monday. He
as
Pillows:
had
citizens for the cordial treatment the second polio victim
been
first
unable
hand
her
Carme
to
the work being done
n and suggested that
start his
Board of Education; Superi
Jo
be succeeds Billy Gore, who
has
n- by the students
he has always been accorded in reported here this year.
tendent and other officia
as well as to view
been called back to active duty she be added to the roster of the
ls; Ful- the physical
(Continued on page four)
Fulton.
New York City Opera Company,
The McAlister child was sent with the U.
ton High Band; Terry
and other assets of
S. Navy and is now with
-Norm
an
In introducing Governor Cle- to the Riverside Hospital
the
school
which
.
she has since sung
School, depiciting the Unite
polio stationed at Norfolk, Va.
d Narnents Judge Roberts cited
the leading
the dignatic Center in Paducah
tions; Milton School,
roles in "Martha" Jimmy Hancock
by
Mr. Strange began his
Join
s
representcareer and "The Gypsy
.many favors enjoyed by Fulton Dr. Glenn Bushart of the
ing Mother Goose
Baron." She has
Fulton with the local theatres in
characters,
1926. also been heard
Countians as a result of the con- Hospital for
with the Pitts- Army Air Cadet Corps
preliminary treat- as a doorman.
.iiderations shown by the Gover- ment and isolation.
burgh Opera Company in "HanJimy
Hanco
ck,
He
son
is
of
marrie
Dr.
ROB
and
d
and
has three sel and Gretel
MeCOY IS ILL
nor and other departments of the
It was the center's eight polio children,
" and in Jeanette Mrs. J. C. Hancock has volunteerTommie 17, Joe 14, and MacDo
Word was
victim of 1950.
received here last
nald's touring production ed for the Army Air
Ann 10.
Corps and Friday
of "Romeo and Juliette" with leaves Monday
Condition of the child was deof the illness of Roy McMiss Mary-lienline of
for Nashville to
Mr. Strange is a member of the
Billy Smith Is Named scribe
Hickman
Ezio Pinza, Wilfred Pelletier con- take his physical.
d Friday as "good".
His Methodist Church, the
If he passes the Coy, former Fultonian, now liv- has assumed fEe duties of Fulton
Young ducting. Her opera repert
Chicago's Baby
illness was
diagnosed as polio Men's Business
oire in- examination he will be sent to ing in Mineral
Count
y
Health
Club
Nurse
and the eludes roles in more
Wells, Texas. Mr.
at the rulearly Friday.
than seven- Lacklaud Air
ton Health
South Fulton Boosters,
Base in San An- McCoy suffered
Of The Month
Departrnent, it was
a severe heart annou
teen music dramas ranging from tonio, Texas
- One of the seven other victims
nced
for
cadet
traini
She
ng.
succeeds Mrs.
attack early Friday. His two sis- cavender.
,
Mozart to Gilbert and Sullivan. I Jimmy
died. The child, four-yea
rs-old,
Roy Robertwho
Bab' Clifford Smith, 7 months M
has been a student at ters, Mrs.
a
Jack Thorp
s, the former Grace
e will
r
A. D. Pittman and Mrs.
Her favorite is that-of i
Voyles, was sent to Pa- weekend with Johnn spend the v
the hand- Vanderbilt n
and Mrs. Bill
told ion of Mr.
Univer
sity
in
y
Nashresign
Hylan
W.
_
ed recentP. Ayres left here Saturday iy
d in some young man
who sings the ville as a sophomore in the prej Cullman, Ala.
fitntda of Chicago, was selected ducah from Fulton.
to be with him. His condition is
"Der Rosenkavalier."
Olbany of the Month" in a recent
I medical school,
Sh
She
m
e
unwyversi
Hospi
as ty
ta
_
reported to be about the same.
city-wide contest in Chicago acgradu
, gt
anediaffr
fiolin
iatejohol
n
cording to word received by his
of Tennessee in
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Cliff
Int
Johnson of Water Valley, Ky.
Missp:oi::,
Hessi
illa me was Night
Mivnisemomr
For this honor, a handsome oil
By Mary-Nelle Wright
the fMorethtwodoisyt
Agin.. embarrassing, state of afeaHospital
would receive two season tickets. Decem
portrait of the child in an 11 by
The steps are worn by
pli
the fairs then.
ber 1, 1900
when
the walls he painted a mural of
It was much to Mr.
14 mahogany and gold frame was tread a-many feet; the box office
the was Health
Bennett's whole "Meadows' Block" burned
Nurse
Mr. Bennett and his brother, chagri
in
Shelby home of Mr. Meadows. The Mead- County
presented to the parents, also a has been torn
n that his lady love, Miss with a loss
and Hickman Count
away; the same the late Mr. Sam
estimated at $100,000. ows home stood
y, beBennett
co- May
where the J. J. fore coming to
book containing
coupons
Paschall
for solid steps still lead up to the
submitted the But these three venturesom
Fulton
owners of the Bennett Drug Com- name
e men Owen home is now.
County,
which pictures will be made of balcony and
of "The Vendome" to the were not to
where she has done
the graceful arch pany, were two gay
be
outdon
some
e by anyspecial
The seats at
blades then judges and won the two
the "Vendome" duty. She has 22
the child twice a year until he which set the stage apart from
season thing like a mere fire. They imyears experience
who were interested in all things tickets
were
arranged in a semi-circle in the nursin
. This has been a standard mediately
is six years old.
the auditorium is boarded up, but cultural
g
field.
began
re-buildi
ng
so they decided to pion- joke in the
a around the stage and the first
Mrs. Smith is the former Lu- the memory of
Bennett
Mrs. Roberts was
household large and impressive
Fulton's once eer in things of that
health nurse
building. ten rows were covered
nature. Af- through all the years
cille Johnson of Water Valley. flourishing "Opera House
in
red here for more than six
because They employed the services of an
" still ter making many plans they deyears and
plush.
This
sectio
that
n
same
was
made
Miss
known
an enviable reputa
May Paschall be- architect, a Mr. Davis from
Lves in the hearts of many peo- cided on
Mem- as the "Dress
tion for
forming a three man came Mrs. Joe
IlltELCOME MASTER
Circle
."
good
(Mrs.
Bennett a couple phis who planned the entire
and unselfish servic
ple here.
partnership, the two of them and of
e.
sec- Hazel Scruggs told me that
PliNDERGRAFT
years
after
her
she
named "The ond and third floor for the
It was back in 1893 that the Mr. Meadows,
new one ambition
to open an opera Vendome".
when
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Pendergraft, late W. W. Meadows (accor
she
was
"Vendome".
ding house in the Meadows' buildi
young was to sit on the red plush Fulton Countians Invited
ng.
Jr., are the proud parents Of a to my good friend Mr.
Wonderful programs were secThis time the
Joe Ben- And that they did!
building was seats, but that "Papa
ured for Fulton's popular "Ven- even
fine boy, to whom they have giv- nett) constructed a large
" wouldn't to Danville
more lavish
buildThe entire sceond floor of the dome"
Home
than before. let her because she went
en the name of Michael Roy. He ing on Main Stteet, which
A number of Fulton coming
by capable advance agents The lower
in on
once building was used for the theatr
floor had a seating ca- a pass.)
Countlans
e like the late Jim Milner, W. T.
are
new-corner was born in Madras, housed Fulton's "Opera."
anima
( approximately 6,000
pacity of 500 while the balcony
That and the problem of a name for McAdo
The
story
has
been
Oregon on October 25. The moth- was back in the days
o,
told
Danvil
Mott
of
the
le
Ayers
I
-Boyl
and others seated 250. A
e County residents
when peo- Fulton's newest asset becam
huge chandelier time when the late
e the as Fulton was on the same cirAl G. Fields and Centre
er is the former Barbara Askew. ple could be depended upon
College
costing $375 dollars was import- brought
alumnito foremost question. Now, even in cuit
his famous minstrel to alumnae who have
Michael Roy is being
of artists as Memphis, Nash- ed for
accorded come to a box office and
received invithe ceiling, illuminating town. Al, the
buy those days they had
publicity ville and even St. Louis.
great showman thatl tations to attend
a cordial welcome by long dis- tickets simply because
the Danvillethe entire building. Mr. Meyer, he was,
of their stunts and advertising so—it was
felt that no performance; Boyle County-C
tance by his
Things were going great for an artist
aunts and uncles love for music or drama.
entre Homecomof great renown from was complete
To sell decided that
person, the Bennett boys and Mr. Meadwithout displaying'ing slated for Satur
here and
especially his
great tickets to guarantee an audience who would the lucky
Paducah was employed to paint his two
day, Nov 4.
submit an appropri- ows in their entert
famous white
grandmother, Mrs. R. H. Wade.
Arabian The program is planned as a part
ainment ven- murals on the drop curtai
was an unheard of, and we im- ate name select
ns and
ed by the judges, ture until that fatefu
of
the
l day
Kentu
cky
of on the walls. On one of the side
Mid-Century
(Continued on page four)
Homecoming celebration.

Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday,
November 3, 1950
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Warren Says Majority of Firms
Lend No Effort to Get Industry

ANNUAL THANKSGIVING PARTY PLANNED
BY WOMAN'S CLUB; DATE, NOV. 16TH

••••=•••

Clements, Gregory
Meet Leaders Here

FULTON BAND TO
SHOW AT MURRAY

1 BURNED TO DEATH
IN AUTO ACCIDENT

MISS HOWLAND TO
BE HERE MONDAY

FULTON SCHOOL STUDENTS TO PAR
ADE
DOW
N-TOWN STREETS ON MONDAY

SECOND POLIO CASE
IS REPORTED HERE

in

ich

on

MARY HENLINE IS
HEALTH NURSE

Only Foot
otli
i gh
lg
httss Faded, Vendome Memoriies Sitll Li•
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to be good mousers.
If a kitten or puppy is not wanted and a
degood home is not available, it should be
the
for
societies
are
There
y.
humanel
stroyed
prevention of cruelty to animals and animal
protective leagues which willjalp this work.
Veterinarians are available in' almost every

by McFeattars

'
community who can put the unwanted animal
ely.
out of its unhappiness immediat
In addition to other arguments, it should
be remarked that careless cruelty to animals
sets a poor example to children.
—Frankfort Times-Journal.

heart
• .There is ... nothing that keeps theoneself
young like sympathy, like giving
or
thing
worthy
some
to
sm
enthusia
with
cause.—Anonymous.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1950

(Ed's Note: It must be an example to the
children that the publisher's household is setting. With marked regularity we have had
stray dogs seek us out and bear their young.

Consider Clements
This is not the time for the election of a
"man or a party ,who distrusts the future arid
is unwilling to venture for peace or prosperity", Representative Albert S. Gore, of Ten-

Con-

gress.
Governorklements, as a member of the
Agriculture Committee of the House of Representatives has performed excellent service in
behalf of the farmers of Kentucky. He should
be elected to the United States Senate so that
fine service might be continued, Rep. Gore
said. "With disgusting regularity, I have heard
it said that our farm program would ruin and
wreck the country," Gore declared. "The same
thing was said when Democrats passed the
Act guaranteeing bank deposits. Reactionaries
also said that 40-cents an hour wage would
ruin us; they say the same about the 75-cent
minimum wage rate. The anti-monopoly and
as
social security laws also were attacked
Despite
sure-fire ways to ruin the country.
these dire predictions our prosperity has continued and the American standard of living
is the highest in the world."
This newspaper concurs with the opinions
of Representative Gore and urges your consideration of a vote for Clements on Nov. 7.

Get Out and Vote
The working men and women — the millions who belong to labor unions and the mik,
Lons more who are not union members—winchoose between the Democratic Party and the
Republican Party on next Tuesday.
We believe that they will not have any
trouble deciding that their interests are best
served by the Democratic Party.
for
reasons it is important
For these
Democratic Party workers to make special efforts to get out the vote of working people in
unions and other
labor
ooperation with
groups. 1
Twenty-four states have laws which pro.vide that working people are allowed time
These
off from the job in order to vote.
states are:
Arizona, ArKansas,
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,

California, Colorado,
Kansas, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska,
Nevada, New Mexico, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, West Virginia, Wisconsin and Wyoming.
It is important that every Democratic precinct worker see that working people will enjoy their full right to vote. Such action will be
a major factor in assuring the heavy vote so
important to the welfare of all Kentuckians
this November.
On November 7th, the citizens of Kentucky will elect a United States Senator, members to the National House of Representatives,
and fill seats on the Kentucky Court of Appeals. Our Party presents a slate of candidates
with training, experience and qualifications
commend them to all Kenthat admirably
tuckians.
May we urge each of you to actively participate in the campaign at hand to the end
that our victory will be the greatest in the po-

Chapman Criticized

the mails as consistently as Virgil Chapman
to ,campaign while in office that newPapers
would have to hire a trailer truck to get their
mail each day. Thank heavens Virgil Chapman is an exception to the rule. We made up
our mind long ago that if he sent us one more
release "blowing up" himself, we'd never vote
for him as long as he lived. He did, and that's
that.
But it took the Glasgow (Ky.) Chamber
of Commerce to block his tactics. They have
charged the Senator with extravagant ambitions.
In a resolution adopted by the club, the
Jaycees criticised the Senator for using government-paid telegrams to publicize sponsorship of a small business clinic which was at
the University of Kentucky Oct. 30. Cost of
telegrams sent to newspapers and civic leadders in this city amounted to 58.39 for the
shortest and $23.79 for the longest.
estimated that
chapter
The Glasgow
thousands of
several
spent
recently
Chapman
dollars of the taxpayers' money to publicize
his connection with the small business clinic.
Copies of the resolution were sent to Senktor Chapman and Withers arid civic leaders
throughout Kentucky.
Excerpts from it follow:
,WHEREAS, said clinic has been publieized at government expense by Senator Chapman sending numerous publicity releases by
straight telegrams, the cost of which range
from appro)Lmately Eight ($8.00) Dollars to
including
Twenty Five (42500) Dollars, not
tax, as they were paid for by the government,
stations, and selected
to newspapers, radio
individuals throughout Kentucky;
WHEREAS, the telegrams are believed to
designed to
releases
be mainly publicity
aspirations of Senator
further the political
emphasize that the
they
Chapman, since
clinic is being sponsored by him, and quote
him at length;
WHEREAS, it

appears that at least a
minimum of three (3) such telegrams were
sent to Barren County, Kentucky alone, costing the government a minimum of Fifty Five

($55.00) Dollars;
WHEREAS,

telephone
long distance
have alduration
and
length
of
extreme
calls
so been used in publicizing the clinic;
the
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that
Glasgow, Kentucky Junior Chamber of Commerce go on record as severely condemning,
censoring and reprimanding Senator Virgil M.
and
Chapman of Kentucky for the manner
means in which he has gone about publicizing
at
clinic ,held
businessmen's
the small
the University of Kentucky on October 30,
1950, especially censoring and condemning him
extravagant
for such reckless, wanton and
use of the tax-payers' money to publicize the
clinic and more particularly himself and his
action.

litical history of Kentucky.

Poor Lir Kitiens
"Why not turn the cat loose? It can look
out for itself." a'hese were the words of a man
reproached with having dropped an unwanted
cat out in the country, assuming that someone would take it in and care for it. Nothing
could be more wrong, according to the All
Breed Cat Club, a newly formed midwestern
group of cat lovers who are trying to educate
proper way of caring for
the public in the
enough mice on
their pets. There are not
which stray cats feed, not enough birds, even
lf people were willing to have the birds destroyed. And cats need regular food if they are

discretion,
The greatest parts, without
may be fatal to their owner.—Hume.
All the world over it is true that a doubleminded man is unstable in all his ways, like
and
a wave on the stresmlet, tossed hither
thither with every eddy of its tide.—W. M.
Punshon.
Be sure that God directs your way; then,
hasten to follow under every circumstances.—
Mary Baker Eddy.
How little do they see what really is, who
frame their hasty judgment upon that which
seems.--Southey.

7
Ow
the
nig
Per
Exi
par
dec
tif.

Tite eade Icor Citadiht

Dog Club.)

We have been waiting around for some
group or other to "catch on" to the practices
of Senator Virgil Chapman in using almost
every mail to send out publicity releases about
his comings and goings. We've often thought
that if every Senator and Congressman used

PE
MI
TO

Sermonette Of The Week

Currently the combined fur-lined dog kennel
and obstetrical ward has about six occupants,
making us Highlands agent for the All Breed

nessee, told an audience recently. Speaking
for
In behalf of Earle C. Clements' campaign
Cone
Tennesse
the
Senate
States
the United
election of the
gressman appealed for the
Kentuckian with whom he served in

STRICTLY BUSINESS

and some of the old names that have
election
that stealing an
ca- helped them carry elections for
political
murdering a man's
many years, Republican Senatstealing
much
as
just
are
reer
Charles Dawson
Nominee
orial
done
are
they
and murder as if
a slim chance
least
at
have
l.
individua
might
an
on the person of
It is to be hopped that some against Governor Clements.
day some big, two-fisted individKentucky politics has been noalong who will
ual will come
for years.
torious
these
of
some
of
break the backs
if the patient squats good
Now,
ascareer
and
'election thieves
we will know it is realloud,
and
honest
and
tough
sassins. (A
major trouble spot — this
a
ly
or,
attorney,
district
and able
business of dishonest voting.
maybe, just some crusading citiPossibly the principal source of
zen.)
infection.
This should be noted, however.
a
Maybe we can administer
That the conditions have existed
and
dose of registration
good
Demoand
an
Republic
over both
boards and clean up
purgation
cratic administrations. And, it is
of tIte thievery and fraud
some
with'
concern
GOP
the
that
clear
have marked our elections
the thing right now is based on which
the past.
in
s
Democrat
the
if
that
idea
the
Or is that too much to hope?
voting
can be prevented from

suitable
"That isn't necessary, Madam. They're all
!"
bobbing
for

From The Files:

47444,144t9 Bach 7/se Clock
October 30, 1925:
Fulton merchants have inaugurated a special "Trade Days"
campaign this week which will
until
Wednesday
run every
Christmas.
Mormon B. Daniel of Clinton,
Ky., the young lawyer who regraduated with highest
cently
honors /rum the University of
Kentucky and who thrilled the
Hickman
voters of Fulton and
counties with the oratory during
the 1925 campaign, has opened
to
an office at 316 Lake Street
practice law.
As a result -of motor vehicles,
the passenger traffic on railroads
has decreased about 13 percent
since 1920. forcing the curtailpassenger
ment of many local
train schedules.

tinue on as editor.
Mr.
Miss Anne Royster and
Harvel Boaz were married at the
bride's home on Can- Street Sunday morning. He is a member of
the Boaz-Evans Drug Co. here.
Mrs. Cora Roach and daughter,
Mrs. Abe Jolley were gracious
hostesses at a thimble party Wednesday afternoon, complimenting
two visitors.
Three Fulton County men have
been arrested by R. C. Whitnell,
prohibition agent,
Jr., Federal
Mcand are being held at the
They are
Cracken County jail.
possessing a 300charged with
moonshine still, 2000
gallon
gallons of mash and 50 gallons
of white whiskey. The raid was
made near Kentucky bend on the
Mississippi river.

Geo. P. &dfrey has purchased
the cleaning and pressing and
Harry
shoe repair business of
Evans at 426 Lake Street.
Oneaof the finest pecan groves
in the county is on the McMurry
farm bewteen Fulton and Hickman. Today, pecon growing is a
"big business" with many landowners in the bottoms, the harvest, nets around $35,000 annually.
On November 3rd the citizens
of Fulton will vote on the $70,000
bond issue for the construction
of a public sewerage system for
the city.
came over
Several hundred
muddy roads to enjoy the Water
communi,ty
Valley school and
making it a big
fair Saturday,
events,
success. In the athletic
the Water Valley girls basketball
Beelerton 22-15;
team defeated
Valley
the second team Water
high football squad battled to an
Junior
0-0 tie with the Fulton
High boys.

things are possible."
By Msgr. W. Franklin
And the sweetheart of all pleas
viciously
o
always's
is
Chastity
the spineless one that argues
is
because
lust
of
men
by
attacked
does no damage to anyimpurity
at
points
it
finger
accusing
of the
else. Blind fools who do not
one
lives.
their
damages
only
that it not
No one likes to have his sins see
with
also all
themselves but
wandering about naked. He must
whom they come in contact by
garof
sort
some
in
them
clothe
future family,
shabby their sins: their
ment even if it be the
which
Of their wives, the society in
cloak of false reasoning.
live, their souls, and all the
course, such reasons are not ex- they
souls they will drag to hell with
cuses but simply explanations.
They pleade that chasitity in- them.
Christian
the
tell us
jures a man, makes him a neu- - They
of prity is out of date:
rotic by fighting against nature. standard
system
a relic of a moral
They argue that sex experience it is
narrow-minded
by
up
is necessary for the full develop- built
unnaturally cooped up in
ment of personality. They give monks
might hold
es. This
the "wild oats" plea on the theory monasteri
if the 1950 model of huthat early unchastity in necessary weight
nature were any different
for later stability, entirely for- man
of 1000 B. C., but it's
getting about the evil of habit than that
identically the same fellow that
formation.
a jet as drove an ox-cart.
When they use the argument of pilots
the same goal in life,
its impossibility, they insulting- They have
the same means to that
ly imply that every person, our they use
they have in common
mothers and fathers, the saints. end, and
powers to help them to
all the husbands in the services, the same
glutton, the drunkand all the wives at home when that end. The
prostitute. and libertine,
the so-called necessity came upon ard, the
of humanity are
them, satisfied it in some direct a Ilthese wrecks
of humanity are
or vicarious manner. At the same all these wrecks
ago.
time they insult God by claiming were centuries
Let us ask Jesus to give us the
His inability to help man, and
e the temptathey make a liar out of Christ grace to overcom
words: "With Me all tums to our purity.
in His

November 7, 1930:
returns at presstime:
Election
a
Logan and Williamson have
Robison in the
good lead over
Kentucky senatorial race; Tennessee Democrats re-elected Horton Governor and Hull and Brock
to the Senate.
P. C. Ford, veteran Fulton hotel man, has purchased an interest in the handsome Walthall Hotel in Jackson, Miss., and is moving his family there. Before leaving Fulton, however, he states
that he will completely rebuild
the Usona Hotel, which was destroyed by fire last September
a
8th. The new Usona will be
-modern, up to date, 75-room hotel.

Letters To The Editors
Dear Paul:
There isn't a thing wrong with
yourself, town or
your paper,
myself that is late
state. It is
with the long green.
You have a wonderful paper
and I have stolen, several items
from your paper in my speech
making.
Thanks for your letter and although I spent a month in your
state this summer I didn't get to
Fulton.
Blue
you our
I am mailing
Book of Illinois and hope you will
enjoy it.
Delbert 0. Shade

With the business firms: See
the great Majestic Range at FulCompany on Lake
ton Hdwe.
Street; dinner, 35 cents at the
Horton,
Cafe, Dan
Tennessee
Prop.; plate lunch, 25 cents, Mrs.
D. W. Pickle, 209 East State Line;
Chiropractic health service, Dr.
T. F. Thompson; Quality service
J. G. Bondurant of Chicago, an at Parisian Laundry, R. C. Peepexpert in the business, has taken les. prop.; Staple and fancy grocharge of the auto repair depart- ceries, H. H. Bugg; regular meal
Machine 50 cents at the little White Kitchment at the Maupin
en on Commercial Avenue, J. T.
Shop here.
Counts, prop.; expert repair work
The Hickman Courier has been at Andrews Jewelry Co., phone
bought by W. C. Speer and J. C. 398: See our repossessed cars at
in
Sexton, residing in Santa Ana, prices never before offered
California. W. L. Busby will con- Fulton: City Motor Company.

Dick Oberlin:

oliciehtialiOnct

sending her a reminder notice.
We now have a full time .employee in charge of our circul.i•
tion department and we assin e
all of our subscribers that their
dates will be made
expiration
known to them as they come dia•
Thanks for the kind words, Mrs.
Nall.
.
. . .. The Eels

a

Monday
Dear Editor:

I appreciate so much your nir,
write-up in regard to my sickness. The people of Fulton have
and
with cards
showered me
have helped
letters, and they
ing:
Westphel
Mrs.
and
Dear Mr.
more than words can express.
"Your Fulton County News is
Again I thank you.
Seems
me.
to
paper
l
a wonderfu
Sincerely,
I
better.
much
be
couldn't
it
like
-E. E. Mount
--Fulton
news,
rural
the
enjoy
Nelle
Mary
news, editorial,
so for
S
Wright's column, advertisements,
all of it," wrote Mrs. E. C. Nall
reof Route One, Crutchfield,
cently. But she has a bone to pick
with us in the way we let her
for your workshop
arsubscription get a little in
certainly agree with
rears. We
her desire to pay things as they
come due. and in this instance we BENNETT ELECTRIC
Phone 201
apologize for the tardiness in 217 Main

Gates V-Belts

Particular People
Dreier
ARISIAN
LAUNDRY — CLEANERS

Kentucky is
Every citizen of
affected, either directly or indirectly, by the suit filed by Reimmediate acpublicans asking
tion in getting the names of unremoved from
qualified voters
registration lists.
The immediately, of course, being necessary if these names are
not to be used November 7.
Specificially, Franklin Circuit
Judge William B. Ardery is askregistration
ed to declare those
and purgation boards still on the
state's official list are legally in
and
existence and able to act
that the state-board order them
to carry out their duties.
Or, if it is found that no counpurgation
and
ty registration
existence,
boards are legally in
then to direct the state board to
of
appoint new ones for each
Kentucky's 120 counties, and to
see to it that they jump through
their voting
the hoops and get
lists cleaned up.

What the Republicans claim is
little short of amazing—that the
names of more than 500,000 voters are not legally registered. The
names of women who have married and moved out of the state,
of people who have moved elsewhere, of those who have died,
etc.
Now, anyone who knows anything about politics is aware of
the old practice of voting tombstones. It is simple fact that hardly an election in recent years in
completely
Kentucky has been
honest.
Somewhere, in some precinct,
the energetic and lawless election
voted the tombworkers have
allowed
themselves or
stones
zealous cogs in the party machine
to do it.
For some strange reason close
proximity to a political machine
seems to give political workers
a crass disdain for election laws.
They don't seem to understand

WE DRY (LEAN
EVERYTHING!
Send us all your dry cleaning—from
nylon knits to woolen wear! We specialize in individual care—each gar
ment cleaned according to type of fabric! Call 14 for guaranteed safe, odorless dry cleannig!

FOR PICK UP
0
PHONE 14

X
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ments was the secret ballot held, Eddie Moore,
Max
McDade,
by Peggy Owen and Tommy Ex- David Daniel, Janet Allen, Billy
urn to elect the King and Queen Don Cherry, Frank
Sublette,
for the evening. Jerry Noffel and Emmett Reed, Burnham Dallas,
Paula DeMyer
were
crowned Mary Ann Hill, Judy
Hardin,
PEGGY OWES AND
king and queen in a special cere- Jackie Edwards, BeckS, WiseMILTON EXU5I HOSTS
mony. Tommy Exum and Norman man, Joan McClanahan, Carolyn,
TO PIRATES PARTY
Owen brought the crowns in on Roberts, Anna,
Jean Edwards,
a black velvet pillows and they Beverly Hill,
Beverly Burgess,
The
basement of Mrs. John
were crowned
and
presented Lucy Anderson, Gaylon Varden,
Owen's home in Highlands was large silver covered swords and
Frank Cardwell, Charles Binforcl.
the scene of gala affair Saturday from their
pretty
decorated Jerry Pigue, Paula DeMyer, Leah
night when her. grandchildren, throne reigned over the party.
McMahan, Charles
Andrews,
Peggy Owen and
Milton Owen
Bobby Boaz and Dianne Ben- Gerald Bushart, David Clements
Exum entertained with a Pirates. nett received prizes for the best Bobby Boaz, Bobby
Cursey,
' party.
dressed
pirates. Mrs. Thomas Nancy Jeffries, Elizabeth Sisson, I
The basement was attractively Exum told everybody's fortune Rice and Norman Owen, Tommy
Exum, Peggy Owen and M.Iton
decorated in the Halloween mo- with the aid of a pumpkin.
wen Exum.
tif.
Contests prizes were won by
One of the feature entertain- Betty Gregory, Beverly Hill and
WELFARE WORKERS CLUB
Gerald Bushart.
Games and dancing were en- HAS ALL DAY MEEING
' DON'T
ON WEDNESDAY, OCT. 25
joyed the rest of the evening.

SOCIETY

NEGLECT YOUR CAR'S
-COOLING SYSTEM:

Mrs. Vernon Owen presided at
which
table
the refreshment
overlaid with a yellow and black
cloth and centered with a pumpprotruding
kin with doughnuts
and honey covered popcorn was
the evening.
through
served
Others assisting in entertaining
were Mr. and Mrs. Milton Owen
and Johnny Owen.
The guest list included: Nell
Holland, Dianne Bennett, Molly
Wiley, Sue Forrest, Gale Dedman, Carolyn Johns, Betty GreNoffel, Tommy
Jerry
gory,
Brady, Jerry Rose, Delhcrt Wood,

Serious and costly motor trouble
may result from defective cool.
ins. Play safe . . . with every
motor check-up or overhaul
have the cooling system checked
by specialists.
Have your garage or service
station call us in. When core
replacement is necessary, we
use Lake Radiator Cores . . .
they're GUARANTEED.
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DaTceorsmts
ServicQuk

INSURANCE
ATKINS, HOLMAN & FIELDS
ul ton, Kentucky

RUPTURE
That old truss with harness of leather,

THROW AWAY elastic, straps, belts.

its the
mpta-

ITS HERE — THE SENSATIONAL NEW INVENTION
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
Approved by Doctors—AcClaimed by actual wearers as world's
c.reatest discovery for rupture — Last Indefinitely — Always
Clean — No Odors - Featherweight
Phone 70-428
• 408 Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.

CITY DRUG CO
Next to Fulton Bank
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FOR THIRTY YEARS
QUALITY AND SERVICE
I have been our first consideration; yet funerals as low as 899.50
.
are always a part of our service.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

'7-

nday

Jr nice
v sickn have
and
helped
'ess.

TELEPHONE

The best ambulance service at any hour, day or night.
Air-conditioned chapel.
—MEMBER—
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
•••••

METAL

• PERMANENT;won't rust,
won't corrode.
• For any home or business
installation; w i n d,o
doors, porches, etc.

one 201

-from
spegarfabodor-

AWNINGS
• Custom made to your size.

rRIC

;

Rayon Plisse Taffeta

• ANY COLOR desired.

For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street
•

Fulton, Ky.

IL.

w Topics
Ton

The Welfare
Workers Home
Demonstration Club met October
25 with Mrs. Harry Watts with
twenty-one members, two visitors and one new member present.
The meeting was called to order by the president, Mrs. Roy
Watts. The devotional and prayer was given by Mrs. Guy Finch.
The song, "Church in the Wildwood" wasled by Mrs. Franklin
House. Roll call was .answered
with "An
Improvement I have
Made this year."
Minutes were
read by the secretary, Mrs. Lorenzo Palmer.
A clipping from The
Fulton
County News on our club was
read by Mrs. Franklin House.
The committee
appointed for
our Christmas dinner plans were:
Mrs. Harold Muzzall, Mrs. Guy
Finch, Mrs. • Harry Watts.
The
plans are to be presented at the
November meeting.
At noon the club adjourned for
a pot luck lunch after which the
club was called to order: After
a discussion on our New Year's
work the
meeting was turned
over to Mrs. Robert Rucker who
held the election for new officers.
, The following
officers were
elected:
9resident,
Mrs. Roy
Watts; vice president, Mrs. Will
McDade; secretary and treasurer,
Mrs. Harry Watts, assistant secretary and treasurer, Mrs. Guy
Finch.
There will be a white elephant
sale at our next meeting on Nayember 22 at the
One and All
Clubhouse with
Mesdames Lorenzo Palmer, Neuman Croft and
Louise House hostesses.

CATCH THE LITTLE
THINGS FIRST...

‘fiw
_
FA R NI A L L

L

A new-old luxury fabric for evening wear is exciting plisse taffeta. Now made in economical
rayon, this richly ornamented
fabric looks best in simply styled
Clothes such as this many-purpose
evening gown. The rayon plisse
fabric, made with Avisco yarns,
comes in iridescent colors with
shining satin stripes.
THURSDAY CLUB
ENTERTAINED BY
MRS. JOE FLY

Mrs. Joe Fly was hostess to her
bridge club Tuhsday evening at
her home on Bates Street.
Mrs. Ardell "Sams was high
scorer and Miss Mary Anderson
won bridge bingo.
At the conclusion of the games
MRAV HOMRA
the hostess served pie and cofHOSTESS TO
fee to the following
members:
BRIDGE CLUB
Mesdames Sams, Gerald Rachel,
Miss Mary Hamra entertamed Howard Strange and Misses Andthe members of her Thursday erson, Lilly B. Allen, Adolphus
night bridge club at her home on Latta and Tommy Nell Gates.
Norman Street.
Four visitors,
Mrs. garland HALLOWEEN PARTY
1Merryman, Mrs. Randall
Bur- GIVEN MONDAY AT
(ham, Mrs. Bill Hogg and Miss CHRISTIAN CHURCH
I Lois Mobley were included in
Mesdames Moore Joyner, F. D.
the three tables of members.
Mrs. Burcham was high scorer Phillips and Wallace Shankle, Jr.
Halloween
for the evening and Mrs. J. A. entertained with a
party complimenting their SunPoe second high.
day
School
Classes
Monday
night
At the close of the games the
First
hostess served delicious chili and in the, basement of the
Christian Church.
Cokes. Members
present were:
The basement was attractively
Mesdames Poe, Clyde Hill, J. L.
Jones, Jr., Thomas Mahan, Clyde decorated with streamers of yelWilliams, Jr.,
Morgan
Omar, low and black crepe paper, HalFrde Homra, Vyron Mitchell and loween cats,
pumpkins
and
autumn
leaves. Mrs.
Charles
Miss Rndy DeMyer.
Bowers and Mrs. John Hunter
were the decorating committee.
MRS. HARDY
As the children arrived they
ENTERTAINS
were greeted by a fortune teller,
BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Moore
Joyner, who told
Mrs. Frank Brady entertained their fortunes. Norma Satterfield,
the Thursday afternoon bridge dressed as a ghost, told
weird
club at her home on Eddings St. Halloween stories, after
which
Two tables of members enjoy- games were enjoyed.
ed the afternoon of bridge. Mrs.
Later in the
evening candy,
Robert Graham won high score doughnuts and cold drinks were
prize.
served.
A delectable dessert plate was
Those attending were: Nancy,
served. Members playing were: Al and Jim Bushart, Ann and
Mesdames Graham, Mel Simons, Charles Bowers, Walla ce
Don Hill, Rupert Stilley, A. B. Shankle, III, Don Dalton, Morris
Roberts, N. T. Morse, B. 0. Cope- and Philip Taylor, Phillip- Andland and C. L. Maddox.
rews, Danny Kane, Nancy Dame,
Yvonne Veatch, Eugenik Harris,
•
Bill Sewell, Chris and John Hunter, Sandra and Robert Stephenson, Wayne Latta, Judy Owen,
Wayne and Bob Anderson, Tru-

Get a PRE-SEASON
TRACTOR INSPECTION-7
1
190//

Louis where Mr. Stephenson will
enter the hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Stephens,
Mrs. David Sundwick and daughter, Marda .and Mrs. J. B. Cequin v:sited in Hickman Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs Paul Boaz
and
son, Bobby, spent Sunday at Kentucky Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Moore Joyner,
Mr. and Mrs. George Moore and
children Sue and Eddie
were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Gunter in Martin.
George Moore and
daughter,
Sue, attended the ballgame
in
Paris Saturday.
Dr. and Mrs. O. L. Harkey of
Sharon, Tenn., were
Sunday
guests of Mrs. W. L. Joyner on
Walnut Street.
Mrs. Myrtle Hearn of St. Louis

around! Catch the little things that need attention on
your tractor now while they are still little. You'll keep
upkeep costs down ... avoid costly delays later on when
you are busy in the field.
Askfor a FREE,on-the-farm inspection of.
your McCormick Farmall tractor and •
other McCormick machines... now. Then
make a convenient date to get IH 3-Star
* * * * • Service in our shop. Plan ahead. Save bje
being ahead. Call as now.

5-STAR

VICE4104.4\Ae

SE:

flCk&

PAUL NAILLING IMPLEMENT (0.
314 Walnut

Fulton

Phone 16

NEW faster service
anywhere in U. S.
Mo.:J.,* rapid road servka for
GMC owners—call Western Union
Operator 25 for name of nearest
GMC approved service

(

Thirst, too, seeks quality

4BEST
.,„RESULTS

where else does quality
mean so much?

SORESIONofa
SMART TRUCKER!
you see this gleaming GMC
W emblem on a rugged new truck, you
know its owner is sitting pretty for years to
come. For GMC's have a time-established
reputation for long service with low maintenance cost—and with minimum down
time for repairs.
WTH,TN

Rft4 PHOSPHATE
AUSTIN & AUSTIN
sEED compANI
tayce, Ky.
DOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COLA COMPANY DY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., Inc.
01950,Th. Coca-Cola Company

Phone 17

.HI 't•81111113 "15.
1110,1,1.0 H11,95 LOP
ANY4INO3 3/Y14450141 NOSWOH/
a

Or count how many new GMC's you see
on the road—far more today than ever
before. Then see your GMC dealer and
let him give you the inside story that explains why so many cost-wise operators
are switching to GMC's because experience
proves them best in the long haul!

That's because every GMC s a real truck
—truck-built by the world's largest
exclusive manufacturers of commercial
vehicles. Every unit of every GMC, from
grille to tail gate, is engineered for trucking service!
To find quick proof of this, just compare
a GMC with any other truck before you
buy. Compare engine, frame, transmission;
cOmpare cab, axles, and springs—see how
much extra value you get.

5.

Ark for it tither may—both
aredr-rnarkt Stan As same thirty.

man Satterfield, Sherrell Olive,
Barry Roper. Visitors were: Sue Friday, Nov. 3, 1950 — The Fulton News — Page 3
Moore, Morgan Fields and Charis visiting Mrs. Herbert Vaughan Bonne Terre, Mo., were
les Hutchens.
recent
on Walnut Street.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. L.
A.
Miss Kathryn
Taylor'of CarClifton
-.
ruthersville, Mo., attended
the
Mrs. Iwara
Parham is slowly
funeral of Mrs. AM. Nugent held
improving after
several weeks
Fultoni
Sunday.
illness in the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Maddox
Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell
Mcand son, Tommy, moved Monday Dade and Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Mcfrom the Boyd Alexander home Dade spent the weekend in Lexto their newly purchased home on ington
visiting the former's
Third Street.
• daughter, Ann and the latter's Dr. H.W.Connaughton
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Durbin are son, Read, who are students at
Veterinary Service
spending a five weeks vacation the University of Kentucky.
in Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Witty of
Phone 807-R
Mrs. Olene McDaniel, IVIiiss Mil- Birmingham, Ala., spent the
or Call 70
weekend
with
their
mothers,
Mrs.
lie Gray and Miss Helen Bailey
of Mayfield spent the
Graduate Veterinarian
weekend Effie Witty and Mrs. B. J. Williams.
in Memphis.
Located on Martin-Fulton
Mrs. Lula Killebrew has reMrs. Henry Amberg and Miss
turned from a visit with relatiHighway.
Mary Amberg of Hickman were
ves in the country.
Sunday guests of the
former's
Mr. and Mrs. V. B. Fox
of
daughter, Mrs. Glenn
Bushart
and family on Walnut Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene DeMyer
of Le Fera,
Texas have been
visiting their daughter, Mrs. K.
P. Dalton, Jr., and family
Mr.s Bertha Gholson of Ontario, Calif., and .Iviiss Pearl Milner
of Los Angeles, Calif., have returned
home
after
visiting
friends and relatives in Fulton.
Little Kenny Cullum of Jackson, Tenn., has been visiting his
grandmother, Mrs. Pearl Weaver.
Misses Ola and Helen Maddox
have returned to their home in
Nashville after a visit with their
mother, Mrs. E. G. Maddox
on
Cedar Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Miller of
Cleveland, Ohio spent Thursday
night with her
mother, Mrs.
Charlatte Smith. • Mr. and Mrs.
Miller were enroute home from a
tr:p to California.
Mrs. Elizabeth Weaver of Jackson, Tenn., is the guest of Mrs.
Max Cummings.
Mr. and Mrs Charles StephenDon't neglect the power you depend on the year,
son will leave
Friday for St.

LIGHT • MEDIUM • HEAVY MODELS • Made
In widest variety of engine body-chassis
siernbinalions to 0 every trucking need

ee atea/frock1
BURKS PONTIAC COMPANY
lth and Depot SI,
:

Fulton, Ky.

isgammamm. ouir du better e••~eltripe* whIl yew etMe deafer UNNEMEME2111.1
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MRS. GHOLSON
Miss Pearl Milner of Glendale, vived by a daughter, Mrs. Tom- oblivion the footlights, and mak- opened the Orpheum
Theatre and
HONORED WITH
Calif., and Mrs. Elizabeth Milner my Dunn, Lansing, Mich.; two ing wide room for the flickers. were used there until
a few years
BRIDGE LUNCHEON
were
dinner
Tuesday
guests
of
sons,
Billy
Richard
Hastings,
a
That same year the first motion ago when they were donated to
JUNIOR MUSICIANS
the hostesses Jessie Harding and
Mrs.
J.
Yates
park
Ave.
on
C.
student
at
South
Fulton
Mrs.
Bertha
high
Gholson
Ontario,
ox
picture house opened its doors in the Fulton Ball
HAVE FIRST MEET
Park. But the
Louise Hancock.
school, and Jimmy Hastings. Mr. Fulton and closed forever
Calif., was complimented with a
the wind and the rain proved to V
OF CLUB YEAR
The club adjourned to meet at
Hastings' mother, Mrs. Will Hast- doors of the once proud "Ven- a little too much for
bridge luucheon last Wednesday WARREN SAYS
seats made
The Junior Music Club opened their regular monthly meeting on at
ings, with whom they made their dome." Yet, sealed behind those for the plush
one o'clock
given by Mrs.
(Continued from Page One)
surroundings
night, November 13,
their first meeting of the season Monday
of
home, %rid Mrs. Hastings' mother, doors, is a strong
Clint Reeds, Mrs. L. 0.
Carter
fortress of an opera house. They, too had to
Monday •night October 30 at the with Fredrica Gibson and Mary
and Mrs. Lela Stubbelfield at the every., legitimate means, to se- Mrs. R. H. Moss, both of McCon- song and dance and gay comedy, give way to the new,
and were
Woman's Club. Sixteen members, Davis Weeks acting as hosts for
cure more employment and larger nell, Tenn., survive.
home of Mrs. „ Carter in
whose sounds echo the history of discarded at the ball park.
Fair
one visitOr, Mrs. David Sundwick the evening.
pay rolls for our people. We shall,
Mrs. Hastings also is survived entertainment in Fulton.
Heights.
•
and the club sponsor, Mrs. HenThe old "Vendome Theatre" is
The house was beautifully dec- of course, continue to put forth by five brothers, Clayton Moss, In the Bennett
SARAH JANE HALL
household some now occupied as a storeroom for
don Wright were present.
every effort to accomplish these Fulton; R. H. and
orated
with
autumn
Norris
Moss,
flowers.
sentimental member of the fam- Bennett Electric Company.
The meeting was called to or- ENTERTAINED ON
A
A delectable iwo course lunch- ends. Where a large majority of McConnell; Thomas Moss, Mar- ily saved
a few chairs
which warm morning stove, with hundder by the newly elected presi- FIFTH BIRTHDAY
eon was served the guests seated the business interests of a com- tin, Tenn., and Novell Moss, U. S. were
used on the stage. Perhaps reds of other
munity stand aloof from the or- Army.
Little Miss Sarah Jane Hall at pretty appointed
dent, Nancy Wilson. hfmutes at
household
applicard tables
Sousa or Al G. Fields once sat on ances are stored on the
ganized effort to better condithe last meeting and the roll call was honored with a party on her centered with miniature
stage. It
bouquets
them. They
are a
cherished is prophetic
were read by the secretary, Betty fifth birthday Saturday afternoon of chrysanthemums.
tions, the situation does not imperhaps, that the
Attractive
possession of the Bennets.
stove should be there ... it helps
given by her mother, Mrs. JOe place cards marked
Sue Schwerdt.
press industries which are look- MARY-NELLE.
each place.
Some of the highly
polished to keep warm and alive the memHall
their
at
home
on
Cedar
(Continued from Page One)
- After a brief business session
Games of bridge were enjoyed ing for wide-awake communities.
mahogany seats were sold to the ory of a once proud and
the program chairman, Ann Bow- Street
fabulous
"Fulton has the finest location steeds. The large elevator in the late
durinri the afternoon. High score
Levi Chisholm. when
he ' age in Fulton.
en presented a delightful
Games were enjoyed
during Prize p as awarded Mrs. Clanton for. large industrial concerns to back of "The Vendome" (which
pgeI
gram of music from the Roman- the afternoon_ Becky
Edwards Meacham, second high, Mrs. R. C. be found anywhere. We are goong is still in use) made many trips
tic Period as follows: Piano solo, and Bobby Logan assisted in the Joyner, low, Mrs .Guy Gingles to get new industries; it is going taking the two steeds
upstairs Most Complete Stock
Weefteutuety
A Sea Study—Williams, by Jean games.
and travel to Mrs. R. C. Picker- to take time and united effort. where they were proudly
disAnn Hyland. Vocal solo—Blue on
The guest list included: Jean ing. The honoree was presented We had, a few days ago, what played to an appreciative audiHer Eyes—Watts, by Louise Han- McDad., Susan McDade, Ann a lovely guest gift.
looked like a sure-fire proposition - ence. That master showman was
cock, accompanied by Mrs. Sund- Bowers, Dana Davis,Sandra Holt,
The guest list included, those from the Ball-Band
Footwear a great friend of' the late Billie
wick. Piano solo—Norwegian Libby Jane Edwards, Margaret who played bridge: Mrs. Gholson, Company. Their
representative Carr and it is said that no 'trip
Concerto — Grieg, by Marion Omar, Judy Burton, Jim
Bur- Mrs. Guy Gingles, Mrs. G.
Q. was heoe and looked us over and to Fulton was complete for Mr.
Daws. Piano duet—Eternal, from ton, Jimmy Shuck, Jimmie Bard, Mrs: ClAnton
comment. Fields until they spent some title
Meacham, made very favorable
Nolea Gelives, by Ann
Voegeli Meacham, Buddy Bowers. Nancy Mrs. R. C. Joyner
telegram receiv- fishing together.
Mrs Bob The following
and Gale_ Logan.
White,
Mrs. Leon Browder, Mr3. ed Tuesday morning in reply to
Treas and
Donna Sue
Ashby
At the "Vendome" the Coburn
442 Lake Street
Phone .? 3.7
Following the program delici- were unable to attend but sent A. G. Baldridge, Mrs. B. 0.
Cope- a telegram from your Chamber Minstrel troupe showed here sev
ous refreshments were served by gifts.
land, Mrs L. 0. Bradford, Mr3. of Commerce, seems to have halt- eral times. Also Al H. Wilson, a
Abe Jolley, Mrs. Ben
Evans, ed progress for the time being." singer who was a good friend of
Mrs. N. T. Morse, Mrs. R. C.
John McCormack, sang to a capPickering. Mrs. Joe Davis, Mrs.
acity audience.
CLEMENTS
L. A. Clifton and Mrs. V. L. Free• On the wall next to the eleva(Continued from Page One)
man.
tor worn
•
posters still tell the
Gregory,
Judge
Homer
Roberts,
Luncheon guests were:
story of the time
Miss
when
John
Bob
White,
Mrs.
Paul
WestphelPearl Milner
of Los Angeles,
Spears and his New !_Comedy was
Calif., and Mrs. Bailey Huddles- ing, . Charles F. Stahr, C. K. shown here. Another poster adSize 6-12; Moulded back; heavy brown
Davis, Kathryn Kelley, Harold vertising the appedranc
ton.
genuine Vul-Cork sole; steel arch; Goode here of
Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Mur- Uncle Josh Sprutely,.
who eviyear welt construction.
chison, J..F. Attebery, C. N. Hol- dently was a forerunner
GIRL SCOUTS
of the
land. C. P. Mabry. Kent Hamby. late Will Rogers,
HAVE HALLOWEEN
is still legible.
J. A. Whipple, all of Hickrnan,
PARTY ON MONDAY
(At this price,ihile present stock lasts.)
The late Henry Watterson, pubBlack- lisher of the Courier-Journal of
Fun, festivity and all the frol- Jennings Kearby, Billy.
Other HORSEHIDE, ELK AND RETAN SHOES
ics of the
Halloween
season stone, Lawrence Holland, James,Louisville came here once at the
Browning, K. P. invitation of the late
reigned supreme Monday after- Hogan, Bill
J.
F.
Fall
Candidate
Mayor W. S. Atkins, who was Mayor of
noon when the Girl Scouts enter- 1 Dalton,
Futon at the
tained with a Halloween party !Charles Gregory. Harvey Pewitt. time. William Jennings
Bryan
For
'Jack Carter, Mrs. Frank Brady, once gave
at the Troop Hall in the
one of his famous lecWoJames Warren. Mrs. Thomas Ma- tures there.
man's Club at three o'clock.
Street
l'ulton. Kentucky
- 1 The day came when the whole
For the most original costume, han. Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell Mc.
the prize went to Judy Browning !Dade, Dr. and Mrs. Ward Bus- I town was thrilled by the perfordressed as an Indian. It was quite !hart, Mrs. Hendon Wright, C. P. I mance given by the world's reI Williams, and Joe Davis of Fuldifficult to judge the
contest
nowned bandmaster and composFriday, Nov. 3rd
ton, Acree
Austin and
Orvis ! er, John
there were so many good ones.
Philip
Sousa, "The
Charles I. Dan-sou
After the parade of costumes!Griffin of Mayfield, Henry Ward I March
King." Such famous
I of Paducah; Dewey Johnson
of
!
the
entertainm
ent
consisted
marches as "Stars and Stripes
Monday, Nov. 6th
of a
county and
Wayne Forever," "The Liberty
song "Hokus Spokus" by Barbara 1 Hickman
Bell" and
Ann Boyd, a tap dance by Caro- , Freeman of Mayfield, as well as,"The Washington Post" left
an
Nev. 3-8:00 P. M.
mentioned 1 indelible memory
lee Harron, a piano solo "Ghost . the visitors already
in the hearts
above.
To my Fulton County Farm Bureau friends,
Song" by Ella Doyle.
Nev. 6-9:011 P. M.
of Fultonians. It is an inspirationGames and contests were enal thought to remember that Ful- I
tilis
is to inform you that I hail' sold my
joyed and Ella Doyle was prize TWO BURN
ton once played host to the great
winner.
musician.
(Continued from page One) •
Refreshments of
sandwiches,
In later years those two famous
'cookies, candy and Cokes were automobile at a nearby restau- politicians (and
brothers) Bob
rant
shortly
before
the
crash
at
—to
'served. Halloween poppers were
-2:30 a. m., and it had to be push- I (the Democrat) and Alf (the Re- I
given as favors.
ipublican)
made speeches against ,
ed.
The
officers
were
of
the
opinMrs. Joe Halt was in charge of
each other at the
"Vendome"'
ion that it was stalled again
' on
the party with Mrs. Paul Boyd
i while each was campaigning for 1
the
hiehwav
when
the
autoand Mrs. Vernon Owen assisting
effective this
the
same
office for Governor of 1
mobile
iven by Mrs. Madden
Tennessee.- - •
crashed'. Mto,it.
The first picture show in nil:I
The iMriect drove the Hastings
• .
PERSONALS
automobile about 300 feet and in- ton was shown there under the!
Mr. Holland needs no introduction to residents
Mrs. Roy Pickering of Mem- to a ditbh bEfore it caught fire. direction of Professor
Aydlott, I
of Fulton County. I take pleasure in recomphis spent Thursday in Fulton as Mrs. Madden's
automobile was superintendent of Fulton schools. i
Barley
Rye
Wheel
The show, which Mr. Bennett told ,
Fescue a guest of her mother, Mrs. Eliza- demolished.
mending Mr. Holland as my successor and Lam
beth Osgood, who returned
Ladino Clover
Mrs. Madden
to
suffered severe inc "he'll never forget as long as , sure he will give you faithful
Winter Turf Oats
and efficient serthe Bluff City with her to spend cuts, braises and a chest injury. he lives" was Jack and the BeanRed Top
Red Clover
vice.
Orchard Grass
several weeks.
"that ,
Mr. Hicks suffered a deep cut in stalk." Mr. Bennett said
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Bizzle and his forehead. At Fulton Hospital, was the highest beanstalk I ever I
I take this opportunity to sincerely thank all
Rye Grass
Turnip Seed
Mr. and Mrs. 0. E. Hodges have where they are patients, their in- saw and I thought Jack would'
Fulton County Farm Bureau families for their
Vigo and other Wheat
returned from a two weeks trip juries were said to be not serious. NEVER get to the top."
loyal support since I have been connected with
to Florida.
But as the years went by, enMr. and Mrs. Hastings are surtertainment of the early twentFarm Bureau leadership and especially those
ieth century vintage, as Jack.
who have endorsed Farm Bureau Insurance
finally\ reached the top and
a
Services during the ten years I have been your
new and more fascinating type of
entertainment made its debut on
agent, and I assure you it hamleen a pleasure
the silver screen. Something new
to serve you.
in the form of a county fair was
organized in 1911, and the shrill
With best wishes for the success and prosperity
voice of the barker in the sideof
all my Fulton County friends, I remain,
show almost imperceptibly took
the spotlight away from the fadVery truly yours,
ing stars of the legitimate stage.
In 1915 an industry of make believe on celluloid was spreading
over the country, enveloping into
— --
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Forrester's Shoe Shop

'

U. S. SENATOR

Fr

ANNOUNCEMENT

STATION WKS

FARM BUREAU INSURANCE AGENCY

SEED

Mr. C. Na HOLLAND
NOVEMBER ist

FOR FALL SOWING!

WE ARE NOW
BUYING YELLOW CORN

Let Us

CLEAN YOUR SEED!

H. J. FRENCH

AGAIN! At This Unheard-Of Low PRICE

WE SELL SURGE MILKERS
V

—Installed and in operation in 3 hours.

Authorized dealers for

HANNA'S PAINTS

Ful118DualCho mber
Burner—gets
- more
heat
every drop
of
oil'
from,

NOM

P
;-a°
14W-itehrtAhiirs hBeloawteillr,
r
fu b.up
to 25%
op
e
p
priroanfatl
at slight
extra cost.)
Auto
•
Minder!

See
for your farm 21,4/
name teed& Good stini
,

All Kinds of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEED'.
—including—
SEMI-SOLID"E" Emulsion for chickens
KAFF-A for starting and growing =dem
SEMI-SOLID EMULSION for grooving and finishing pigs.

v
V Big
y

Rediant Doors(
Rich Duo
-Tone Walnut Finish!

Ask to sins

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING

RoyalModel
815.

We can sweeten it with tntilasees.

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
We hare a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt Shingles.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

IMMIMIMEMENOMMEMINEM.

95

only $2100 down, as little as $1.91 a week!

Duo•THERm

CIFRUCFULLLII
ING

217 Main Street

SOFA BED SUITE

HEATER

Bennett Electric
324 Walnut Street

Gets This 2-Piece

Upholstered in fine tapestry! Your
choice of colors! The SOFA
ALONE is worth more than we
are getting for both. Quan limited.

I hesr
mitteliwz
before you buy!

0\ er.

HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO

7ULTON
208 Lake Street

I 'II( titi 1

_

re and
, years
ted to
ut the
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S
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had to
I were
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ents, Mr. and Mrs. Percy King.
PALESTINE
Mr. and Mrs. Percy King visitMrs. Leslie Nugent
ed relatives in Martin Tuesday
Mrs. Carlene Stokes attended a
teachers meeting in Union City night.
_
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Odie Leigh 'and
daughter, Anita of Rives
were
WOOS
Saturday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Hillman Collier and family.
Mrs. Robert
Watts and Mrs.
Mac Burrow were in
Padu‘Th
Th
Thursday 'shopping.
Several of this community at- I
•••••
tended the funeral of Mrs. A. M.
•
•
•
Nugent at 'the Firt't Christian
• GUARANTEED •
Church Sunday afternoon. Inter- o
il FOR 10 YEARS •
ment was at Palestine cemetery.
Mrs. Ellis Roper of Union City
•
is spending the week with
•
her
s:ster, Mrs. Bertha Nugent.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Browder
•
of Portland, Oregon are visiting
•
•completely modern
relatives in this • community and
oppeoranE•
Weldem'
attending the bedside of her sis•"II.
.
I.. safety
ter, Mrs. Morgan Davidson in
••xtver Meow lasotatioti
•immemion typo
the Fulton Hospital.
thermostats
Mrs. C. B. Caldwell spent Tues•&wooed tor doosy
sere icing
day with her sister, Mrs. Lewis
•eco.y inote••11.•
Thompson • and honored with a
- birthday dinner.
You II find everything you want is the new
Wood Electric
Mrs. Harold Pewitt honored
pittneiWy
stnini ccoomn-inge7 uHtea
iyclW
her son, Harry, on his third birth- tuuctionmfeatureatsrtand
automatic hot
nos,water in
day with a party. Several of
beral
ies
his r
I "
enu ssu2,1n*Te P.'n'o.npallTsDae.
lf
mhodeh.
u
friends enjoyed games.
He re- Equip your home with real hot water happiceived many nice prbsents. Re- nen. Step in and see the new John Wood
freshtnents of birthday cake and
liesumihd".
Ice cream were scryed.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McAlister
J. E. CAMPBELL
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
eLumars(i snot,
Harold Pewitt and Harry.
909 Arch Street
Phone 1037
Helen King of Bowling Green I
spent .the weekend with her par-

tre" is
)m for
Y. A
hundappliage. It
at the
t helps
membulous

[its

Li M

all
eir
ith
)se
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Standard

46-oz. can
2-18-oz. cans

A&P's LOW PRICE

29c
27C

POLICY...

LIBBYS
Deep Brown Beans
2-14-oz. cans 23c

See if YOU don't agree that

more on your total weekly

3-oz. Tin 19c

advertised prices are guaranteed

Regular Size,

3 bars 25c

Wednesday through Tuesday
meeremm

even though market prices go up.

IVORY SOAP
Personal Size

3 bars 19c
LAVA SOAP
!!lc

IVORY FLAKES
Lg. Pkg

Req. Pkg. 13c

Customers'
Corner

IVORY SNOW
Lg. Pkg. 29c
Reg. Pkg.

AMMONIUM
NITRITE
$63!
43.:18
Price)

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

13c

It takes teamwork among a lot of
people to operate your A&P store.

CRISCO
SHORTENING
3-1b. can
91c
1-1b. can
33c

First; there are the farmers and
manufacturers who grow and process the foods ice sell, and our skilled
buyers who purchase them.

SPIC and SPAN
CLEANSER
16-oz. box 24c

Regular Size

Custom Seed Cleaning
Custom Grinding and Mixing
409 COLLEGE ST.
PHONE 620
STORE WITH THE CHECKERBOARD SIGN

Cashmere Bouquet
TOILET SOAP

11

3 bars 25c

ity

mai

effitmi

Super Suds
SOAP POWDER

SAFE, STEADY, CLEAN HEAT
a KIN6-0-HEAT "Tidal
"
Beautifully Designed to Give You the
MOST HEAT at Greater SAVINGS!
Check These Comfort-Giving Money-Saving Advantages For Yourself.
I. Beautiful Enamel Finish
Easy to Keep Sparklingly
Clean.
2. Fast, Controllable Heat,
Holds Fire Overnight.
3. Large Combustion Chamber Burns Gases - Produces More Heat from
Every Lump of Coal.
4. Specially Designed Interchangeable,
All
Fire
Brick Lining.
5. Manifold Distributes Air
at Top of Brick Line Giving Maximum Combustion.
6. Built-in-Coal Chute and
Smoke Screen
Makes
Firing Easier and Reduces Smoke to a Minimum
7. Front Swing-Type Feed
Door
Provides
Easy
Fueling.

1

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
Will hold your store
until you are ready for it.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

Fulton

Reg. Pkg.
Giant Pkg.

Large Size

CRANBERRY SAUCE, No. 300 can
A & P Fancy

15c

APPLE SAUCE (fancy) 2-20-oz. cans

29c
$1.39

GRAPE JAM, 2-1b. jar

39c

Red, Sour, Pitted

CHERRIES, 2 No. 2 cans

..

lona tnneeled Halves

APRICOTS, No. 2% cans

35c
•

Joan of Arc

23c

Shortening

BUTTER BEANS, No. 303 can

10c

SWIFTNING, 3-1b. can
Campbells Tomato Soup, 10%-oz can

79c
10c

Sultana

KIDNEY BEANS, 2-16-oz. cans -------19c

PORK LOIN

Bar 14c
,FIED- il.-BIT
h
i3O,42-1b. loaf 69c
Cerican eese

LUX FLAKES
Lg. Pkg.
29c
Reg. Pkg.
13c

36c

Ruby Bee Pure

A&P Food•Stores
420 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

IVORY SOAP

Ocean Spray

FLOUR (Plain) 25-1b. bag

Customer Relations Department.

"omoomm

LARD, 2-1b. cmn

Sunnyfield

Please write:

27c
6tic

,
mem

Fresh Pure

You can iielp this team serve you
by telling us how you think we can
improve your A&P.

Regular Size

111•11111••1111•11•W•

Sure Good-Colored

OLEOMARGARINE, 1-1b. ctn. -------------23c

And finally, there are the fine,
loyal men and women in our stores
who,day in and day out,are striving
to make your A&P a better place
to shop.

4 bars 31c

t1)

(Prices shown here guaranteed
Wednesday, Nov. 1 through Tuesday, Nov. 7)

Then there are the thousands of
people behind the scenes who operate our warehousing and delivery
facilities.

PALMOLIVE
TOILET SOAP

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS

storevAdelovs
items,
Cs lmuareds oi
a,
• ha
...insteaa ot
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a
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aeVJ a.}7s.
ices art
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•
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food bill. What's more...all

CAMAY SOAP

s

T.V.A. 33%

-4

this policy helps you save

LIBBYS
DEVILED HAM

426 Lake St. Fulton, Ky. Phone 93

-

A RE-STATEMENT of

LIBBYS
TOMATO JUICE

1.g. Par
2 Reg. Bars

@H
ug
e
For Fine Liquor

WEEKLY FOOD MU.

2 jars 21c

ELECTRIC
MATER HEATERS

ty

PUBLISIIED:INiTliE INTERES_T,OGLOWERINC
ITHEIWACE-EARNER'S

LIBBY'S
BABY FOOD

Melts like magic . .. toasts to goldenbrown perfection - tastes delicious.
And what a wonderful value at this
price.

RIB END

39'

'7 RIB CUT LB.
\ Loin End, lb. 53c
Center Cut Chops, lb. 79c
The best pork loins come from young, medium weight porkers fed on a diet of corn. And that's
the only kind selected for A gc P's "Super-Right'
pork loins. No yonder they're so tender, juicy and
fine-flavored!

FRYERS, Full Dressed, lb.

49c

TURKEYS, lb.

49c

Full Dressed Young Toms, 16-lbs. and Over

Shank Portion

RINSO
SOAP POWDER
Small Pkg. 27c
Giant Pkg.
53c
LIFEBUOY
TOILET SOAP
Rath

Sire

Bar 1 lc
LUX
TOILET SOAP
Bath Size

Bar 11c
Cashmere Bouquet
TOILET SOAP
Rath Size

2 Bars 25c

arm.,

AMERICAN CHEESE, lb.
CHEDDAR CHEESE,lb.
COTTAGE CHEESE, 16-oz.

49c
46c
33c

U. S. No. 1
QUALITY

Caramel Iced

LAYER CAKE, each

59c

It-inch size
If you're in favor of caramel flavor,
you'll be in seventh heaven when you
taste this Delicious 8-inch Layer Cake
with caramel icing.

MARVEL BREAD,20-oz. loaf
15c
GLAZED DONUTS, doz in pkg. _ 35c
ANGEL FOOD RING, 16 size . - 49c
Brown 1'4 Serve Rolls, plain, pkg.
16c
CHERRY PIE,each
49c
The Great Atlantic and
Pacific Tea Company

Fully Cooked Hams, lb.
49c
SLAB BACON, Any Size Cut, lb.
45c
OYSTERS, Selects, pt. 79c; Standard, pt. 69c

POTATOES
50

99'

LBBI
ZER
10-LB. PAPER BAG 35c
Potatoes for every purpose are priced
for every
purse at A & P. And wait till you see what
firm
big beauties they are.

YELLOW ONIONS, 10-1b. mesh bag
SWEET YAMS, Porto Rican, 4-lbs.
WHITE CELERY, Michigan, 2-1b. stalk
BANANAS,Golden Yellow, lb.
CRANBERRIES,firm, 1-1b. Cello bag
RED APPLES, McIntosh, 3-lbs.
RED GRAPES, Emperor, lb.

A&P FOP STORES

39c
25c
19c
15c
19c
29c
15c

Entire Contents, Copywright
'ed 1950. The Great Atlantic
and Pacific Tea Co.
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been visiting his wife at the home
The Fulton News — Friday, Nov. 3, 1950'of
her grandparents,

ROCK SPRINGS

Itifs.
and
Mrs. Leon Wright, tuts 4-eturned
Nettie Lee Copelen
newly to his ship the Luzon,
Congratulations to the
which
is
Mrs. Colen Brown spent awhile
WESLEY NEWS
weds, Mr. and Mrs. R. C. White. in dry dock in Viripma where it
Monday morning with Mr. and
Lucille'Mrs. White is the former Martha is being repaired after
Mrs. Ida Neely and
being Mrs. Bob Veatch and family.
Pickard were Sunday guests of Sue Gale.
damaged in a recent
hurrican
Mrs. Nettie Lee Copelen, Marie
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Matheny.
ac- and Mrs. Nora Copelen
visited
Mrs. Farmer is spending, sever\ South of -Florida. Wanda
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Mobley and
companied
her
husband
for
a Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Green Thursdaughter, Mrs.
daughter of Lone Oak, Mr. and al weeks'with her
stay.
short
day.
Walker of Chicago Reed McAlister.
Mrs. Cass
Mr. and Mrs. John Ladd and
Mrs. Fannie
Nugent and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Walker, Mrs.
were Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Gilbert had for their
Sunday and Mrs. Edd Byrd visited
Mr.
Mrs. Melvin Stephens and Mar- Paula Walker, Misses Martha and
Mc- and Mrs. Bob Veatch and family
I Boon Walker were Sunday visit- dinner guests, Rev. John
tha.
of -Clure, Miss Bea McDaniel, Mr. Thursday afternoon.
Vaughan, Mrs. ors of Mrs. Pearl Bowers
Mrs. Morris
and Mrs. Roy Kell all of MayMrs. Mary
Newberry spent
Lyndle Hicks and daughter were !Union City. field. Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Elliott Thursday afternoon with
Mrs.
Friday ,dinner
guests of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Howell
and Mr. and Mary Carver.
Calvin Hicks.
and Mr. and Mrs. Lyndle Hicks and two children
.Little Michael Hicks is spend- and Lynda Sue were Sunday din- Mrs. Morris Vaughan.
Nrs. Ora Elliott spent WednesRev. and Mrs. E. C. Nall were day
ing a few days with his grand- ner guests of Mr.
night and Thursday
and
Mrs.
with
Tuesday
afternoon visitors of Kelly Moore and
parents, Mr. and Mi's. Lawrence Claude Pillow.
Winnie Veatch.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Wright.,
White while Mildred- is visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bernie Patrick of
There was a Ilalloween party
Mrs. Lillie Bostick continue aher husband in Detroit where he.at Beelerton
school
Saturday bout the same. She is in the home Union City spent a few days this
is employed. Mildred is also look- night and all had a grand time.
week with Marshall and Johnnie
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Howell.
ing for roc.ms. She and her fainMoore.
The youngest son of Mr. and
fly will join Howard as soon as Mrs. Randle McAlister is in a
Mrs. Nora Copelen visited Mrs.
Papossible.
Elmer Walston
CAYCE
Saturday afterducah hospital
suffering from
noon.
Clarice Bondurant
polio.
Mrs. Georgia Allen has returnThe small son of Mr. and Mrs.
To iron sheer fabrics that dry
Russell McMorris in on the sick ed from a visit with her brother,
Mr. and Mrs. Brown of Gardner, out quickly, place a damp cloth
list.
under the materials.
You will
Mrs. Mattie Johnson sperit last Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Arrington have fewer wrinkles and easier
week in Fulgham visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin House and family al- attended a Union
meeting
at ironing.
Greenfield, Tenn., Sunday.
so the Burket family.
The
Rev. L. E. Shaffer is attending
Beelerton Homemakers
met last week in an all day ses- a nation wide evangelistic meetMC TO COLDS
For soothing
sion with Mrs. John Johns.
ing in Syracuse, New York.
Mkt.rub an...
Jack Mahr of the navy, who has
VAP0RU3
Mr. and Mrs. Joe A. Scearce
and son of Evansville. Ind., spent
the weekend with Mrs.
Willie
3IS- itifi I
Scearce and Tommie.
Mr. and Mrs. John
THEHalffin
Harrison iniumenzminimoise
and family spent the
weekend
Friday - Saturday
with the latter's
brother
and
family of Millington, Tenn.
DOUBLE FEATURE
Mr. and Mrs. Irby Hammond
and Mrs. Neal Scearce
spent
Wednesday
and
Thursday in
Memphis visiting Mr. and Mrs: C.
W. Taylor and Mrs. Marie Fletcher. They also
visited
Willie
Scearce, who is a patient in Keni
t)itYV
nedy Hospital.
PURE
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Boaz
of
I MILK CO.
Fulton, Mr. and Mrs.
Howard
.21,C2Z/LA"
Powell and family, Mr. and Mrs.
PASTEURIZED
Charles Powell and
family of
HOrioCEN1ZED
near Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Flynn
Powell of Memphis were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R.
C
'If coffee cream
Powell and Mr. and Mrs. E. C.
You're looking for
Mosley.
Try ours and you'll
Mrs. Margaret Workman and
Come back for more.
James Alvin attended a surprise
birthday dinner for Mrs.
Lola
Workman at her home Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Almus Wall and
Harold lia.mptort were dinner
guests Sunday of Mrs. Vada Bard
and Miss Hattie Hampton,
SERVICE AND QUALITY
Mss Eva Johnson has returned
from an extended visit with Mr.
PHONE 813J
ando Mrs. Neil Kerwin of Sandoval, Ill.

••••"•*,

REDDY KILOWATT SAYS:

I

LONGER NIGHTS - - MORE HOURS OF
DARKNESS ARE HERE,"BE PREPARED"
AND STOCK UP NOW ON YOUR

I

TNR ICKS

411111111111111111111111M

ORPHEUM

PURE MILK CO.

•••••••••

Electrical
House Hold Needs
Come See Us — We've Got 'Ern
Ivory Cube taps, 200
Brown Cube taps, 150
• * • •

Triple tap, brown, 200; Ivory 250
• * S *
Pull-chain sockets, brass, 400
Push-thru sockets, brass, 30c
Key sockets, brass, 350

Ivory double socket, 250
Brown double socket, 20e
• * k, •
Ivory triple socket with pull cluin. 40e
Brown triple socket with pull chain, .35,* • • •
Bakelite, Ivory-or'brown attachment
plugs, 10e
*

•

•

▪

•

•

•

Insulator staples, per box, 10r
▪ • • •
Appliance plugs, 20r; switch plugs, 40c.
• * * •
9-Foot extension cords, complete, 79e
• * • •

•

Rubber, heavy-duty attachment plugs, I3e
*
• •
:i-way, brown, cube connector, 150
3-way, Ivory, cube connector, 20e
• • * *
Duplex receptacle, in bro
15e, Ivory 20n

Ironing cord sets with switch, complete, 980
Other ironing cord seta, 59r to 89r
• • • •
3-way extension cord sets, 49e and 790
• • •
"OK" glass fuse plugs, (15, 20, 25, 30-as),
SPECIAL: 8c

Toggle switch, single pole; Ivory 25;
brown, 20c

toc imp on

STOVES,
HEATERS
At Low, Bargain Prices!
- SEE OUR DISPLAYS -

GOOD ROADS
BUILD
GOOD CITIZENS

RICHARD MINING
BARBRA MUER
STEVEN OAT
AUNE
gpr
.1M:1a ISIGO 6E011[4 zucco• I
A REPUILIC PICTURE
hpubfic Plc.* Cogar.1*•611540 I Yam Pm*

ionE

COAL HEATERS, $9.95 to $39.95
;ELECTRIC HEATERS $8.50 and Up

• HIT No. 2•
-8U11.17
tYCID/M!
. •-1F
:
"
,
WILEY
cu.*.
0
STARRETT • BURNETTE

STOVE ACCESSORIES
- We Have 'em! -

TRAIL Wm:RUSTLERS
Wl siTS • TOM

CLUNY, i2.1
COkum
:
MCiut
, I

M • lite

SNfl

Under the administration of Earle C.
Clements, Kentucky has built and is building some $83,700,000 worth of roads
and bridges. This covers 7,000 miles of
rosids. Every school child knows this.
mileage is almost one-third the distance
wound the earth.
Last year, Kentucky built and contracted
for more roads than any other state in
the Nation except Texas. And the State
Highway Department now maintains over
12,000 miles of Kentucky highways.
Almost 2,600 miles of Rural Roads were
built or were under contract up to October 1, 1950, in every one of Kentucky's
120 counties. farm.to-market roads are
being built every day for people living
off the main highways. The people in
rural areas are being given roads to let
them out of their hamlets and hollows
In any kind of weather.
Good roads mean a lot to Kentuckians.
It means citizens often deprived of travel

to the doctor ... school ... market .
church ... their mail ... or even to visit
a neighbor ... now are able to do this.
Goad,roads enable everyoge lo do more
of the good things they are entitled to do.
Good roads benefit everybody. Yes, indeed, good roads build good citizens.
When .EARLE CLEMENTS became Governor, he had the foresight and vision to see
this great need for good roads. AND IN
LESS TN THREE YEARS, EARLE CLEMENTS_ HAS GIVEN KENTUCKY MORE
GOCIL ROADS THAN AT ANY SIMILAR
PERIOD IN HISTORY.
EARLE CLEMENTS wise foresight enabled
the 1948 Legislature to provide the means
to build these good roads. This foresight
Is building for Kentucky a system of highways second to none in the Nation. He
has shown his ability in government at
the State level. Give him the opportunity
to serve his Kentucky at the National level.

PERFORMANCE • RELIABILITY • SERVICE
For United States Senator

VOTE

FOR

CLEMENTS

AND THE STRAIGHT DEMOCRATIC TICKET

PIPES

—PLUS—
CARTOON
SERIAL

•

COMEDY

POKERS

SCUTTLES
SHOVELS
DRAFT REGULATORS
ELBOWS REDUCERS VENTILATORS etc.

Sun; - Mon. - Tues.
THE GREATEST
ADVENTURE
OF THEM ALL

WALT DISNEYS

"TREASURE
ISLAND"
• WITH •
BOBBY DRISCOLL

THIS WEEK'S
HIT PARADE
ON RECORDS:
1. Goodnight Irene
2. Harbor Lights
3. Mona Lisa
4. All My Love
5, Can Anyone explain
6. Play a Simple Melody
7. La Vie En Rose
8. Sam's Song
9. Bonaparte' Retreat
10. Our Lady of Fatima

ROBERT NEWTON

WED. - THURS.

JOHN FORD'S

"WAGON-MASTER"

General Election Tuesday, November 7

—STARRING—

COUNTY DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE

BEN JOHNSON
JOANNE DRU
WARD BOND

PAID ADVIR !SF MINT

DAMPERS

LAST CHANCE!
Just a few gallons
left!

REM-TONE
Specially priced at
only

$2.00 Per
Gallon

14 - HOUR SERVICE
RADIO

REPAIR
In today - - out tomorrow!
Complete line of
TUBES.
PARTS,
etc.
All work guaranteed

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, Ky

New Location .... 217 East Fourth Street I
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dinner was served buffet style to
or making bedspreads.
ANNIE ARMSTRONG
Northwest Weakley
al.
53 people.
1. The
purpose of
spreads CIRCLE HAS MEET
Mrs. Rawls was program leadCounty News
John Bishop spent
Monday
which, of course,
should
add
AT RHODES HOME
er. Her subject was "Is There a
I night with Finis Lee Cathey.
finishing touches to a bed.
News and Personals from - - - Mrs.
Robert
Rucker
has
been
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Charlton
Doctor in the Houser
2. The selection which should
the sick list for the past week
The Annie Armstrong Circle of
of Mayfield
were Wednesday on
The meeting closed with praybe pleasing from.all angles.
better
but
is
now.
the First Baptist Church
, night supper guests of his brothmet er by Mrs. M. D. Phillips.
3. The color which is most im- Monday night in
the
er, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Charlton
flume
of
During the social hour refreshMr. and Mrs. Dewey Grissom portant as well as type of person Miss Adele Rhodes.
and family.
ments were served to 17 memmoved to their new home Mon- on pattern of paper to be considRev .and Mrs. Joe Humes and day and bis
brothers, Herman ered.
The meeting was opened with bers,•1 new member, Mrs. RichOdell Puckett
daughter,
Mary Jo Of Clinton and Dick Grissom are moving
prayer by Mrs, Mozelle Rawls. ard Parks and 1 visitor, Mrs. R.
in
visited Rev. and Mrs. W. B. the
—
Mrs.
Clyde
Comm,
vice-presi- Mrs. Budl Carlisle, new chair- J. Sedberry.
house Dewey and family livdent, presided over the meeting. man, presided
Mrs. Jewell Puckett was honor- ens, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Watts. Bishop Tuesday afternoon.
ed.
over the meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Colley and
in the absence of the president, at which
ed Zith a birthday dinner Octo- Those present were: her children,
time minutes were read
son were Sunday amner guests
Wess
Jones
isn't
Mrs.
so
0.
well
G.
at
Howell.
this
ber 15 at the home of her par- Becky and Raymond, Mr. and
and roll call and reports of variof Mrs. Etta Colley.
writing.
Plans were made for
Master ous committees were given. Mrs.
Mrs. Isaac Watts, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Britt and
Mrs. Clara Oliver is about the Farmers banquet to be December James
Hyland gave the devotionJohnnie Pruitt and children, Sue, boys and Mrs. 011ie
1 at the Methodist Church
Lamb visited same.
Accurate ...
in
Donald, Joan and Randy of Clin- at Kentucky Lake
Sunday afterFulton.
Brother
James Cannon preachton, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Watts noon.
WORKMANSHIP
A play party was planned for
ed at Oak Grove Sunday
and
and children, Johnnie, Bob and
Mrs. Lovie Harrison shopped in Sunday night.
November 17
.... At Low Cost Jackie
at
Crutchfield
of Milburn.
Paducah Saturday.
school for delegates to be sent to
Watches, Clocks and Time
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herman
Potts
Mrs. Willard Wray left SaturPieces of All Kinds Accurately
THE MAYTAG
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Watts and
and Randall went to Milan Sun- Lexington Farm and Home Week.
A pot luck lunch was served to
Repaired at Low Cost by.—
Mrs. Jewell
Puckett and chil- day for Detroit to join her hus- day to visit Mrs. Potts' sister, Mr.
AUTOMATIC
19 members and six visitors. The
has
employment and Mrs. Willie Hendon
dren attended a birthday din- band who
and fam- hostesses
ANDREWS
WASHER
ner Sunday, October 22 at the there.
were:
Mrs.
Brown
and
ily.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Gossum and
home of Mrs. Watts' brother, Jim
Jewelry Company
Mrs. Ruth Finch, Miss ElizA- Mrs. Jack Graham.
After the lunch the recreation
Simon of Clinton.
Silit it. Forget it.
A delicious family of Wingo and Mr. and Mrs. beth Ward, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
In your home, as
Robert Gossum visited at Ken- Bennedic
leader, Mrs. Duke, kept the
Maytag does all
t attended the Eastern
the concert stage ...
the
work.
Hoe
it
tucky Lake Sunday.
scavenger
Star State Grand Chapter meet- group busy with a
u•L",',477.1 $27915 today.
Sodays great piano.
hunt, cake walk and a contest.
Mr. and Mrs. John Moore shop- ing in Louisvill
e last week.
ped in Union City Saturday.
meeting will BENNETT ELECTRIC
Harold Muzzall is improving. The November
FEEZLE PIANO SALES
Harry Weaks has played
a He is out and around but he still be with Mrs. Cletus Binford.
217 Main
Fulton
622 Broadway
Paducah
trick on the coal dealers by in- can't walk on his foot
yet.
stalling gas heat in his house.
Mr. and Mrs. Mercer Boon and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hunt Gas- children of Bradford, Tenn., and
sum have purchased a car.
Mrs. Ruth Finch were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Cornelis, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Finch Sunday
Mrs. J. A. Bishop and Miss Clara and as Mrs. Boon takes up her
Ethel Bishop of Middleton, Tenn. school work
again M. Finch
spent Tuesday with. Rev. and will spend awhile with her
in
Mrs. W. B. Biship.
Bradford.
Members of the Young People's
class of the Methodist church en- CRUTCHFIELD HOMEMAKERS
joyed a pot luck supper Thurs- ENJOY ALL DAY MEETING
day night at the home of
Mr.
The making of tuffted
and Mrs. Carl Pirtle. Among
bed_
those present included: Mr. and spreads by leaders, Mrs. Binford
When Jean Francois Houbigant opened
and
Mrs.
Jarvis
was presented to
Mrs. Porter Pillow, Mr. and Mrs.
Celebra
""3
r1(
his perfume shop in Paris in 1775, he chose a basket
75
Jonah Bennett and Beneta, Mr. Crutchfield Homemakers in the
0,
Nerseira
and Mrs. Bill Cloyes, Mr. and home of Mrs. W. R. Brown.
of flowers as his symbol. Today, after 175 years,'
The major project for October
Mrs. Ed
Roberts, Rev. W. B.
under the same insignia, Houbigant creates such fine
bedspreads.
Bishop, Mrs. Mary Virginia Hicks was the tufting of
110‘31316°
perfumes
as Chantilly, Quelques Fleurs and Le ParPictures
on
—
different
-Perfo"u
'
r
types of
and Carolyn, Mrs. Doyce Clark,
turn Ideal ... sought after by women who appreciate
Mrs. Scott, Mrs. Hal Kizer, Mr. spreads were shown. The leaders
and Mrs. J. C. McAlister, Misses demonstrated the snaking of tufthe artistry that can be achieved only by 175 years
Odell Puckett, June and Lucille ted pillow tops and gave each
of experience.
Bishop, Mrs. Wilson. Arnett, Mr. one an opportunity to work on
and Mts. Carl Pirtle, Billie, David tops. The needles, thread
and
patterns were discussed.
and Sally Ann Pirtle.
There are three very important
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Edwards.
<Ve
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Kizer and son phases to consider when buying
irr*
Hal, Jr., visited Sunday
afterVERY SPECIAL!
noon with Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Childress
"IS IIVIly
POOD
and boys, Billie and Jimmie.
Byrn.
MIXING Jo
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bard
attended the 46th annual meeting
Beloved Quelques kleurs Perfume and Eau de Toilette in
a charming blue box. $1.75 plus tax_
of National Association of postmasters held in St. Louis Monday
through Wednesday.
ALSO TWO NEW
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Winn and
PRESENTATIONS
daughter of Paducah spent SunWITH EVERY NEW 1950*
FOR THIS SPECIAL
day with sister,
Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Hunt Gossum and
OCCASION!
son,
Ronald.
THREE
Miss Marjorie Neely was hosI-10" "t1-• `e9S4 43-1- `t4GENERATIONS
ess to a Halloween party SaturTaus de Toilette. ChanChoice of Chantilly. Quadtilly and choice of Quelday night. Prizes were given to
EXPERTS
IN. Flews or Le Parkas
ques Pleura or L, Parham
the best dressed, games contests
!dial Perfume in a luxuriIdeal in red ainyhte case.
SINCE
1873
ous
pouch. 15.00 plus lea.
12.50 plus tax.
and roasted weiners were enjoyBARDINHEIER'S
ed by a large crowd. •
WINE CEtI.ARS
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Will Puckett were: Mr. and Mrs
*Except 7 Foot Modolo
Harold Puckett, and
daughter,
Melanie, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McAlister, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Charl•
ton and children, Sue, Donnie
—at—
and Marilyn Ann. Happy's Liquor Store
Miss Jo Ann Bishop of Murray
Church and Main Streets
PHILCO 905
State College spent the weekend
216 Lake Street
ADVANCED with her parents, Rev. and
Phones 95, 795
Mrs.
NEWEST
W. B. Bishop.
•
.•
VISIT
fEATURES
OUR
GREA
T
EVEN
and Mrs. Lee Duke, Mr.
DESIGN CAPACITY andMr.Mrs.
Calvin Yates enjoyed a
fish fry ,at Reelfoot Lake SunFf.
CU.
Price
day.
9
Lowest
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Walker
...at the
and family of Lynnville
spent
VW I
Sunday with her mother, Mrs.
Carl Cooley.
Mrs. Martin E.
Casey spent
most of the past week with her
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Cole and -farnify.
$14.95 00.'01 lamer Inclomia
Mr. and Mrs.
Ira Bell
of
Extra Cool
Wingo and Mrs. Lelia Bard visited Sunday afternoon with
Huge Horizontal Home Freezer holds 45
Mr.
Bell's sister, Mrs. Effie Crossnae.
pounds of frozen foods. Advanced Design
Quick -Chiller ... its extra cold. Full-Widds
Mrs. Hettie Mullins spent the
Adjustable Shelves. Deep Full-Width Crisper.
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Wash
Big value in•big capacity refrigerator.
Mullins.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Pirtle included: Mr. and Mrs.
S. J. Reed, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mac
Reed and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Seldon Reed and family. The occasion was the celebration of little Sally Ann Pirtle's third birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Patrick of
Phone 201
Main Street
Crutchfield spent Sunday
with

Water Valley

1

175th cAnniversary Treasure

PHILO

WINE

OF

-4EFRIGERATOR

01 it
Bardenheier Wine

Evans Drug Company
71ge

Sia/ze"

DOTTY'S FOURTEENTH,

$289.95

Bennett Electric

33170 SAVINGS ON ALL
COATS & SUITS

The call is for
Kentucky Straight Bourbon

Come In And See The Bargains Galore!

CABIN STILL

COATS

Straight from Kentucky
4 Years Old

All Wool
* Zip-In Lining
* Fur Trim, Untrimmed

-0_164,4iteelety
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
-6.

KENTUCKY

STRAIGHT

BOURBON

s 4 to 42

6
'
4 6
SHOP, INC,
Fulton, Kentucky

WHISKEY

SEE OUR WINDOWS
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AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey ErieIds
Mr. and Mrs. James McClure,
Jr., are the happy young parents
of a fine young lad born at Jones
days ago, their
Hospital a few
first born. Congratulations are in
order.
Mrs. Carbitt Rickman has reat
undergone surgery
cently
She is resting
Haws Hospital.
more comfortably at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Frields and
children, Linda and Michael, left
for Los Angeles, Calif., several
traveled the
They
days ago.
southern route and have already
arrived home where Rex resumes
Howard
with the
"his duties
Hughes plant.
his
Rev. Alton Peery filled
Salem
regular appointment at
Church this past Sunday at 11
o'clock. Training Union at 6:45
p. rnfIxand evening services at 8
p. m. This church recently gave
a
Rev. Peery and Mrs. Peery
pounding and a nice collection
of canned food was given. The
evening services was attended by
as
Church
Memorial
Davis

Ilis Ilecord Spolks
Clements' Administration Accomplishments:
TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITALS
are opening with the result that steps
are being taken to gradually eradicate
this disease. Three hospitals have been
opened, one remains to be opened. A
new tuberculosis hospital will be erected at Central State Hospital to take
care of the mentally ill who are tubercular.

guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Doron are
in
leaving our midst locating
Mayfield. We regret to see them
go and commend them to their
choice of new location.
Mrs. Joe Morton of Murray,
Ky., is here at the bedside of her
mother, Mrs. Carbitt Rickman.

APPROPRIATIONS FOR COMMON
school aid are at their highest level in
history—having risen since 1944 from
$10,100,000 to
$24,500,000
a year.

FULTON CLUB
WOMEN ATTEND
DISTRICT MEET
"Representatives of the Fulton
Woman's Club who attended the
District Meeting of the Kentucky
Federation of Woman's Clubs
First
Wednesday at the
held
Mayfield
Church in
Christian
Jack Carter,
were: Mesdames
president of the Fulton club, G.
G. Bard, J. E. Fall, Sr., L. G.
M.
Bradford, J. D. Davis, T
Franklin, Arch Huddleston, Jr.,
Burcham
Fred Homra, Randall

TWICE AS MANY ROADS
have been built during the past two
and a half years than during any previous four-year term of office of any
administration. The rural road program is paying off in a big way. It is
not only an aid to school attendace
in isolated, rural areas-it also releases
to counties funds for general governmental purposes that it otherwise
would have to use for roads.

and Robert Batts.

EARLE C. CLEMENTS

UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS
have risen too, until they are on a level
with benefits paid in surrounding
states. The State Department of Industrial Relations has promoted more harmonious relationships between labor
and management.

RURAL ELECTRIC LINES
have been extended-until three fourths
of Kentucky's farm homes now have
electricity. Three years ago, less than
half the farms were electrified. The
Public Service Commission has granted
every application for extension of its
lines.

THE NATIONAL GUARD UNITS
of the state have reached a high state
of
efficiency. The Air Unit of the Na.*tonal Guard has won the Spaatz trophy for excellence; a unit of the regular Guard has won the Eisenhower trophy for excellence. In addition, regular
army inspectors have termed its units
in the pink of condition and at aid&
level of efficiency.

CONSERVATION,
.s:71,4*•‘,

much has been accomplished. The State
parks and scenic attractions have been
developed to the point where they are
accessible and have been supplied with
adequate housing facilities to take care
of tourists.

NEW INDUSTRY
The Agricultural and Industrial Development Board has worked with local units, civic bodies and others interested. It has supplied the facts by
which a number of large industries
have been induced to locate here—including a $37,000,000 chemical plant..
During the last four years through cooperation of governmental and civic
agencies more than 250 new industries,
employing 40,000 people and with an
annual payroll exceeding $60,000,000
have located in Kentucky.

MINE SAFET:
has been improved. Lait year only
sixty-six fatalities occurred in Kentucky coal mines, or one fatality for
each 1,098,600 tons mined—before it
was one for each 616,000 tons mined.

KENTUCKY'S MENTAL HOSPITALS
New
HIP-CRIPPER TREDS
make these slacks

FIT BETTER...
.. because these tiny rubberized
cable stitches on the inside of the
waistband hold your slacks up (and
shirt down). By positioning trousers
correctly on hips, your slacks hang
perfectly— always keep their trim
fit! Beautifully tailored with custom-made details usually found-only
in the most expensive slacks. In
sheens, iridescent weaves, gabardines, and flannels.

wonderful
value at

$8.95
and up

have made more progress during the
present administration—twice as much
—according to Commissioner of Welfare A. M. Lyon.

WORKMAN'S COMPENSATION BENEFITS

THE PUBLIC HEALTH
picture is brighter than ever. Aid has
been given local communities, in the
building of local hospitals, with the result that some 2,000 additional beds are
available now—many of them in rural
areas.

have been increased to new highs—having advanced more proportionately
during the present administration
than during any period the law became
effective more than thirty years ago.
Cases are docketed and heard speedily—thus eliminating the long delays
so long icident to these cases.

Vote for EARLE C. CLEMENTS
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR

AS 1111VIIIITISI• IN
VIAuiJtL. A N• Ike

HALL-WOOTEN
CLOTHING
414 Lake Street

CO.
Fill ton

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
THIS AD PAID FOR BY FULTON COUNTY FRIENDS OF EARLE CLEMENTS
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NO HUNTERS IN FIELD FOR TWO WEEKS
GAME AND FISH OFFICIALS ANNOUNCE

hunter may be kept out of the
fields during the period immediately before the opening of the
legal hunting season.

Plaid All-Weather Coat

his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leman
Cruce.
Mr. and Mrs., Eddie Stehl and
son of Palmersville visited
Mr.
and Mrs. H. L. Underwood
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Tanner visitCruce
ed Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Sulday night.
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Dowdy
G
McGuire, The next game will be at KenWuerry ton November 7.
Roach
Moss
Dailey
Subs.: South Fulton — N. Clayton, 7; Hall, 1; Bowen, 2; Moss,
C. Williams, Adkinson, Potts,
Woodland Mills—W. M. Phillips,
1; Isbell.
Scores at Quarters:
7 17 21 30
Woodland
6 14 16 26
basketball South F.
The South Fulton
Boys
teams lost a double-header to the
Prompt Service
teams Friday
strong Woodland
W. Mills
Pos,
S. F.
night at Woodland Mills.
F.... M. L. Lusk, 17
8
The Devilettes lost their con- Roper,
Work Guaranteed
Smith, 2
F
30-26 to the Halley, 3
test by a score of
Phillips, 9
4 C
R'hardson,
McDaniel
fast Woodland girls.
Smith, 15
teams Yates, 15
was high point for both
E. H. Lusk, 9
G
20
with 22' points. For South Fulton Cannon,
Subs.:— S. F.—Hutchens, KimNola Sue Clayton was high with
Woodland —
Elkens, 4;
berlin,
Adkison, a
Shirley
7 points.
Stephens.
Moore,
2;
Wells,
RADIO CENTER
freshman guard, turned in a fine
Scores at Quarters:
game. Griffin and McGuire each
Across from Telephone Office
12 31 41 55
Woodland
game
had four fouls and left the
12 27 38 54 113 Washington
Fulton, Ky.
S. F.
in the 4th quarter.
Referees for last Friday's game
The boys game was an exciting were: Cherry and Roberts.
affair. It was nip and tuck all the
way, with the Wildcats in front
when the final whistle blew by a
narrow 1 point margin.

shotguns again law by so doing.
Hunters and
R. B. Watts, of Co-op
Authority for such emergency To
will be barred from the fields of
Attend Va. Meeting
midnight Nov- regulations was given the directKentucky from
The
presentation of the annual ,
ember 5, until midnight, Nov- or-and the Game and Fish Com- report by General Manager, 0. E.
ember 19, Earl Wallace, Director mission by an act of the General
Zacharias, Jr., the finals of the
of the Division of Game and Fish Assembly in 1948.
Ko-op Kwiz Kontest and an adThe regulation states, in part
of
Barring
has announced.
dress by J. K. Stanford, exeuctive !
hunters and shotguns was de- that: "The Director and Commissecretary of the Kentucky Farm
cided on the director declared, sion, after giving due regard to
Federation, will be highbe- Bureau
in order to protect game between the widespread violations
lights of the 27th Annual Meetsquirrel
the closing of the squirrel season tween the close of the
ing of Southern States CooperatNovember 5 and the
and the opening of the quail and season on
ive members in Richmond, Virrabbit season. He pointed out that opening of the rabbit and quail
ginia, November 9 and 10.
violators have used the ruse
of season on November 20, and also,
R. B. Watts, Fulton, Kentucky,
hunting groundhogs and
crows to the excessive destruction of will
States
represent Southern
which
and other birds and animals in game during that period
area at
the
members in this
when in reality they threatens to damage the continuthe past,
meeting.
were hunting quail and rabbits. ed supply thereof, do hereby de500
official
Approximately
By using this ruse many violo- clare an emergency exists which delegates, representing the Cotors have escaped punishment in warrants the closing of the season operative's 249,000 members, and
the courts. With this new emer- 'on all protected and unprotected several hundred other members
including birds, animals,
gency regulation being in effect game
atand guests are expected to
a hunter will have no excuse for amphibians and turtles, starting tend the meting
which will be
November 5, and
•arrying a shotgun in the fields at midnight,
held in the Mosque in Richmond.
(luring this designated 14 day per- closing at midnight, November
The Cooperative operates in Viriod and will be in violation of the 19, 1950. This regulation prohib- ginia, Maryland, Delaware, West
its the use of and possession of
t
and Tenn.
any type of shotgun, in the field, Virginia, Kentucky
starting at midnight, November
M. L. Lusk and Sam Smith had
5 to midnight November 19, 1950.
17 and 15 points respectively for
This regulation is made to apply
the winners. Larry Cannon and
to the entire state and any other
Jimmy Yates were hitting everyregulation conflicting is hereby
thing they shot at. For South Fulrepealed."
20
ton, Larry was high with
points and Jimmy collected 15.
The Division of Dame and Fish
with
fabric,
glen-ril•id
Handsome
an
asks that all farmers, sportsmen
Donald Richardson played
School health includes a great a special waterproof finish, makes
and others interested in the con- many things,
excellent defensive game on the
such as sanitary this smart raincoat with detachareservation of wildlife assist in the conditions, the immunization pro- ble hood a true all-weather coat.
backboard. Edward Halley
ceived an eye injury in the first
regulation,
enforcement-of this
gram the school lunch program The fabric, made from AVIV,.
all-rayon
new
the
of
quarter, but came back to play
since it is,the only method
by
yarns, is one
and health education.
worsted-type fabrics that are, the last half.
and
cheater
which the thief
their
for
approval
fashion
gaining
Guaranteed Radio
The line-up was as follows
No amount of health education
and wearing qualities'
Girls:
of good looks
accomplish its goal,
will
You'll like the simple lines of this:
Repair Service
Pos.
W. Mills
course, if the school which the ...oat for sports and casual wear.' S. F.
"Buck
Depot Street
Jones, 6
F.... McDaniers, 22
those
child is attending lacks
Griffin,
2
6
Gammons,
for
F
equipnecessary
are
the
modern
With
moat
facilities which
C. Clayton, 4....0
Lusk, 5 •
healthful living.
ment, the most efficient servThis, it should be pointed out,
icemen, and a large stock of
••••
Cruce
Joyce
For yourself,
necessarily a rural prois not
authorised parts, we can and
Alice Faye Tanner spent last
your family,
for
a
have
to
possible
is
It
blem.
IX) give you BETTER radio
for your friends modern,
up-to-date city schoolj week with her grandmother, Mrs.
maintenance service.
. . . a picture buliding and still have insanitary McCollum of Dyersburg, Tenn.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs
says more than conditions.
Honest diagnosis
family
Claude Brockv,•ell and
a thousand
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
supply or service were: Bobo Brockwell, Mrs. Ada
The water
words.
PHONE 401 •
may be dangerous waste disposal I Dunn of Nashville, Tenn., Mr. and
234 EAST FOURTH STREET
facilities Mrs. Thermon Syndier and son of
may be bad, heating
Make an Appointment today may be faulty, fire hazards may Union City.
eicist, lighting may be inadequate.
and
Mrs. Earl W. Hutchison
These defects and many others
with
Jerry. spefIt Friday
son,
physically
hamper the child both
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Les
And Tire Company
and mentally and make the time
Fulton spent in school less pleasant and Cruce.
212 Commercial
205 Commercial Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
PHONE 693
conditions
These
profitable.
Mrs. 0. G.
should be reTgnized and correct- son visited Mr. and
Clark Sunday afternoon.
ed.
Sunday afternoon and evening
Prompt service!
peIrsonal relationship guests of Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce
In her
with her students, the teacher is were: Leman and Richard Cruet,
position to observe Eston Cruce, Mr. and Mrs. Rusin the key
Yes Madam! A phone call
practices and to sell Ciuce and children. -Rusty
health
their
"75" brings good food,
to
make suggestions as how these and Martha. Mr. and Mrs. Thermeats and groceries .to your
may be improved. By daily ob- mon Syndier and
son, Mr. and
servaton. she is also apt to no- Mrs. Junior Cruce and scn.
... in all kinds of weathdoor.
408 EDDINGS STREET
communicable
tice any signs of
Mrs. Lewis Holly visited Mrs.
us today; our goal is
Try
er.
diffihearing
disease, eye defects,
Leman Cruce Sunday afternoon.
you.
please
to
Night
or
culties, etc.
For Ambulance Service Day
Royce Cruce of Murray State
with
weekend
the
spent
•
..
College
health
programn the
The
school should supplement at of
together
the home and the two
child a wellshould give the
Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
what
notion of just
rounded
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.
healthful living is and how he.
himself, can practice these health
fundamentals in his own life.
a
Good school ssnitation is
progressive
part of
necessary
!community life. It's everybody's
business

RADIO

REPAIRING

SOUTH FULTON

"HAMS"

ICED WINES
WHISKEY
GIN
RUM

PUBLIC HEALTH I
TOPICS

LIQUERS

1

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

.Memory Lives
In Pictures

Bushart"

Fulton

Fulton Route Four

Sawyers Market

CITY ELECTRIC

PHONE

Gardner's Studio

WHITN EL

FUNERAL HOME

Phone

88

Phone

COLORFUL POTTERY
CHINA SETS - LAMPS
*

*

*

BARGAIN PRICES
COLEMAN'S SERVICE STATION
"Standard Oil Products"
Fulton

East State Line

gii4ve IfOR DURABILITY... DEPENDABILITY

Fulton Seamen Training
At Great Lakes Station
reTwo Fulton, Ky., seamen
Holloway,
Richard H.
cruits,
USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Holloway of 620 Second Street,
and Billy G. Yates, USN, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Barney C. Yates
undergoing
of Terry Road are
training at the world's
recruit
Center,
largest Naval Training
Great Lakes, Ill.
In the course of their training
the recruits are taught seamanship. Navy customs, terms, basic
ordinance, gunnery, signaling and
navigation.

It operates more economically

It rides more smoothly
Take one ride and you'll agree Chevrolet
is the smoothest riding car in its field. It's
the only low-priced car combining the
famous Unitized Knee-Action Ride and
airplane-type shock absorbers all around.

It drives more easily
Enjoy finest no-shift driving with Powerglide Automatic Transmission' and 105h.p. engine—or finest standard driving
with standard engine and Synchro-Mesh
Transmission—at lowest cost.

Chevrolet's famous Valve-in-Head Engine, exclusive to Chevrolet in its price
range, brings you an outstanding combination of thrills and thrift, plus proved
dependability, year after year.

It's better looking all around

Outstanding good looks accompany the
outstanding performance of Chevrolet
cars—only low-priced car with Body by
Fisher—and most beautiful in its field,
according to a recent public survey.

It lasts longer, too

It gives more for less throughout

Many Chevrolets are performing dependably after ten, fifteen or twenty years of
service. That's one reason why there are
over a million more Chevrolets on the
road than any other make.

Only Chevrolet offers so many performance, comfort and safety features of
highest-priced cars at the lowest prices
and with such low cost of operation and
upkeep. Come in and see it nowt

models at extra cost.
'Combination of Powerglide Automatic Tronsmixuon gsd 105-h.p. Engine optional on De Luxe

tour Nest Nup--#411 Odds

-■•••••••sw‘
what it
Lillard
Bond
looks like — a fine whiskey.
1You and your guests will enjoy its smooth Kentucky taste.

Mb. Pleeffln• 0.!Ante 2-0eir Ras*

"Uniformly Fine
Since 1869"

oar

F. -

4

4

or•r„,••i-

KENTUCKY WHISKEY — A BLLND
*

Csacl• 7- •
,

Away

65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORPORATION, NEW YORK •

AMERICA'S BEST SELLER!
AMERICA'S BEST BUY!
CITY MOTOR COMPANY
119 LAKE STREET

PHONE 38
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CLASSIFIED ADS

FRI. - SAT.

BUY—SELL—LIRE—RENT

BIG FAMILY
SPECIAL
TWO BIG HITS

Co-Hit
Jon Hall-Maria Montez

—in—

All BABI AND
THE 40 THIEVES

mommimmi
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
November 5-6-7

Wed. - Thurs.
November 8-9

4

:
,ut
1Cze-

Keep your eyes on

You can't buy

a better
household _
enamel
Quick-drying, lust
rous, marresistant finish for
furniture and
woodwork — easy to
keep clean and bright.
•

PHONE 909

WARM MORNING
NO OTHER STOVE
LIKE IT!

Watch and clock repa
iring
Prompt service
All work guaranteed
Phone 455
113 Washington Stre
et
Across from the telephon
e office

The Finest Cleaning
at
THE LOWEST PRICE
• Phone 130
0. K. LAUNDRY &
Sanitone Cleaners

• Semi-automatic magazine
feed-holds 100 lbs. of coal.
• Heats all day and ..nig
ht
without refueling.

ATTENTION FARMER
S: Keen
sharp disc harrows will
make
a seed bed for
sowing your
wheat. I have the only
modern
disc grinedr in this
tommunity,
and will grind your
discs for
35c each, up to 18".
(20", 50c).
Disc plow blades,
$1.50 each.
One-way plow blades,
$1.50
each. I am located in
LairdGossum Welding shop
on Lake
Street extended;
phone 691,
day, or 678, night. Leon
ard Holland.

• Burns any kind of
coal,
coke, briquets.
• Exclusive patented inter
ior construction.

LOOK INSIDE—
See the Difference!
In the WARM MORNING
exceptional heating efficiency is obtained as the result of an exclusive interior
desii%. Special's, deskened
firebrick corner flues
re
combustion of volatileassu
gases
given off by bitumino
us
coal, and allow a uniform
"coking" process to
place in fuel magazine.take
saving fuel and greatly-thus
reducing smoke. These
firebrick flues also aid comb
ustion of anthracite.

—
$37.50

Prices Start at

McDade rurniture Co.
R'alnut

16-0Z.
CANS

With Tidbits of Pork—Royal Gem

A

Joan of Arc

Fulton

Miss Peggy Scott has
returned
to her home in Chic
ago after
a
visit with her moth
er, Mrs. Ruth
Scott. They attended
the Vanderbilt-Florida game in
Nashville,
— -

FHA LOANS
—See—

T. H. "Tom" Cowden

Phone 1597

Union City, Tenn.

No. 303

Cut—Tender and Young—Marjor
ie Lee

school Ha,

Cans

Chocolate or Vanilla

White and Green—Virginia
Best

to open drains and sewers.
Let urakeleicEetdo thejob
for ou...Quicker- Cheaper!
J.E. CAMPBELL
PLUMBING SHOP
909 Arch Street
Phone 1037

tim

Grape, Stra %berry or Apple

chi
staA
the
Poi
We

Country Club—Fluffy-Light

BLACK-EYED PEAS 4 4911
CRANBERRY SAUCE 3 %::° 49c
TOMATO SAUCE 8
49c

Avondale—Sliced or Halves

8-0Z.
CANS

Hunt's—Thrifty Priced

2

PEACHES

No.

TOMATO JUICE 4

All Purpose

SARDINES

Crisp Firm California Iceberg

Poo
We

13.a
N€
-2
ns

•
heal
befo
to ti
shot
Ea
the
In F
1410
and
CI
marl
2,928
Calk
(1.97
653)

49'

7

No.'.

49'

Cans

Grated For Salads Or Sandwich
es

TUNA

5

S. No. 1 Crisp Juicy, Red

LETT*

49'

American In Oil

2N°.

49'

('ens

Lb. Mesh
Bag

Top Quality Florida--New, Sweet,
Juicy

A
P
U. PLES

No. 2'z
Cans

Stokely's

RANGES 8

49c

were
weal
mon

49c

Lb. Mesh
Bag

OMNI

al Large '
CA 48-Size Heads

19I CAULIFLOWER

POTATOES 50 Lb. Mesh 1.49

Giant
Size Head

Sno-White Long Island

Selected Washed Red

10

K
Lb.afBtIkBag

25(

35n

U. S. No. 1 Washed Red

RK LOIN ROAST 7RibCut 39c

9-Inch Isoiri Cut Tenderloin In

Lb. 49c

RIB ROAST 0'BEEF ▪ .lb. 6W
•

U. S. Graded Good or Choice

of h
this
peni
St.
mar
the
cost
whc
his
We'
cou
flit1
we]
tha
the
an
ter
Ma
ny
jok
hin
•is
, ina

Be
cal
vo1

Wilson Certified Fancy
1

SLICED BACON

59'I PitrOPHRII SAUSAGE

I LH.
ROLLS

Streak (]) Lean
lit

29' iW)reilseilitING

LUX FLAKES
••

ngraded

No, 303

SALT MEAT

Dont DIG

Ker.
run,
Ken
by i
up 1
ettai
that
one(
for
Mr.
once
was
•

'Vasty Ripe—Pride of Hall

CANS

Jeweler

Paints — Glass — Wall Papers

319 - 23

Pork & Beans 5 49c
Kidney Beans5 49c
Green Beans 5 49c TOMATOES 4 N;;„:, 49'
4
PEAS
49'
Lima Beans 5 .TLx3 49c
FROSTEE MIX 4 Pkgs. 49'
HOMINY 5
49c MOTT'S JELLIES 477 49'

Ocean Spra,—Biz and Save

REGULAR LODGE MEE
TING:
tonight, 8:00 p. m. Be
sure to
attend. Loyal Order of
Moose,
212 Church Street, Fult
on.

C

LIVE BETTER FOR LESS WITH KR
OGER LOW PRICES

Fresh—A Real Buy At This
Low Price—B & H

O. K.
Used Car Lot for
bargains.
CITY MOTOR CO.
Fulton, Ky.

Il

la'

Billy C. Fry

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY

1.

STEINWAY, KNABE, STORY
,
and CLARK, LESTER, WURLITZER, WINTER, and many other
s.
Save 35%. All were taken in
trade on new BALDWIN pianos.

BEST BUYS
DESTROY TEttMriES. Free
inin new and used furnitur
spection.
Reasonable
e
price.
and appliances.
Frank
McKinney, Mayfield,
Ky. P. .). Box 471, Phon
MeDADJCS
e
1309-J.
USED FURNITURE STORE
Henry M. Bethel, Mgr.
FOR RENT:.Floor sander,
edger
216 Church St.
and polisher. Fulton
Phone 908
Paint &
Glass Company, 210
Church
FOR SALE: 821
Street, Phone 909.
/
2 acre farm. Located 6% miles northeast
of WELLS DRILLE
D: Pumps intown. 1% miles north of King
sstalled. Parks Drilling
ton Store. If interested call
Co. 304
1100.
Fulton, Ky.
Paschall Street. Martin
Highway, Fulton, Ky. Phone
1383.

Reoleertf4
WATERSPAR

210 CHURCH STREET

,

with an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton I
trade area. No other method
FEEZLE PIANO SALES
reaches so many for so little.
622 BROADWAY PADUCAH,
First Insertion 3e per word
(minimum, 50c)
KENTUCKY
Each Succeeding Insertion 11/2c
Per word.
1 FOR SALE: Used furnace good
condition. Phone 216, Fulton, I
We will be glad to help you
Ky.
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in with the money. I FOR SAL: one 30-gallon auto- I
matic oil-burning water heater
All classified ads are cash in
in good condition.
advance.
912 Arch
Street; Phone 539-W, Fulton.
FOR SALE: 100-acre farm,
21
miles south of Wingo.
Wt n
• For Sale
improved; good farm
built
in, -water, lights, etc. Call
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
or
see J. D. Campbell, Wingo,
and automatic models, $124.95
Ky.
and up. Sales and service. FOR
SALE: 6 Checker Giant rabBennett Electric, Phone 201,
bits, all bred,
One Checker
Fulton, Ky.
Giant buck. Very reasonab
le.
See me Saturday or Sunday
i OR SALE: Golden delicious
or
after 5 P. M. 111 Jackson
apples. $2.00 per bushel. 1-4
St.,
Phone 878, Fulton.
mile south Mt. Moriah Church.
Blue Wing Orchard. B. 0. SEE ME
FOR your all-aluminum I
Finch, proprietor.
combination
storm windows 1
and screens;
venetian blinds 1
SEE US,FOR YOUR PHONOand DuPont
shades. M. E. I
GRAPH
RECORDS: Latest
"Butch" Simons, your DuPo
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
nt .
dealer. Phone 67.
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
•
playing. Sport Center. 324 Walnut, Fulton, Ky.
• Services

RODDY
Mc DOWAll
to THOM
1(44 90141411

Get acquainted with Kroger friendliness!
Get acquainted with Kroger values.

USED SPINET PIANOS

LGE
PKG.

I PALMOLIVE SOAP I
25,
30'
3

LIFEBUOY SOAP I
3 " 25'

REG.
BAR

SUPER SUDS
30'

IVORY SOAP
2 IA:,
29'
IVORY FLAKES
30'
ItAlt

LB.

53'
19"

DOG FOOD
49(
8
TOP li.1( K
16-0Z.

CANS

SARDINES
A9,
4
TALL
No. 1 Cans'Ir

1..]
f,.

11.
.1

